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depositors, interest paid, etc. Total
because of the fact that they were
deposits in the6e banks on or about
the
never
by
accepted officially
30, were $13,595,000,000 of dolJune;
uiiderstood
is
It
of
Pythlaa.
Knights
milto over tweaty-fivcredited
lars,
two
matter
several,
that as a
pf fact,
or
lion
accounts,
depositors
depofifr
identified
at least, of those closely
ranging from $1 upwards. Nearly
with the sanatorium project expressIIfM
depositors had savings or
of
the
members
to
ed themselves
of
over
and
8,600.000
time
accounts,
the
with
grant board as dissatisfied
these .were depositors In
savings
original offer of that body in the shape
banks. At
of
land.
acres
920
of
of a grant
The average rate of Interest paid
any rate the board has now withon
savings accounts is 3.5 per cent
drawn all offers and has in place of
and on other interest bearing acitself
inducement
expressed
express
counts, 3.10 per cent Over 40 per
as willing and anxious to deal liberalcent of the banks pay no interest on
ly with the Kuights of Pythias whenordinary deposits; more than 5,000
ever that order gets into a position
banks pay interest on deposits of $25
where it can begin and complete
or
less and about 1,200 sums ranging MUNICIPAL GAS PLANT AT HAM.
COMMIS
work on its proposed sanatorium.
OFFICIALS ASSERT DIaZ GOV- FEDERAL MONETARY
from $25 up to $500.
ACTION
OF GRANT BOARD
BURG, GERMANY, IS
On the ninth of last April the board
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SUPPORT
WILL
ERNMENT
shows
The
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report
CONSTRUCTION
to
OF,
offered
WRECKED
of trustees of the grant,
.
rebank
REPORT
al comparisons. The total
ZELAYA
RESERVOIR
give the Knights of Pythias 920 acres
averentire
for
the
sources
country
of land when that order should have
age $237.24 per capita. The state of
HRE FOLLOWS
expended $75,000 on its sanatorium. THE LATEST DEVELOPMENTS
INFORMATION New York leads with $676.07 per cap-it- COSTLY
INTERESTING
BIG IDEMNITY On June 17th, at the suggestion of two
GUARANTEES
comes second with
Massachusetts
local members of the. order, which
$517.25; Nevada, third, $512.72; Calisuggestion is embodied in a letter now BREAKING OFF OF DIPLOMATIC INVESTIGATION
COVERS FINAN fornia fourth, $486.70; Rhode Island FOR A TIME A DISASTROUS CON j
PROTO
on file in the office of the grant I'oaTd,
AD0PT8 RESOLUTION
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York
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over
with
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in
ed
capital
banking
should
that the land above referred to
$263,000,000; Pennsylvania comes secbe deeded to the Knights of Pythias
with $229,000,000; Illinois third, BODIES
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ABE INCINERATED
0
WILL ARBITRATE TROUBLE DEPOSITS ARE ENORMOUS
should have expended
with $122,000,000; Ohio fourth,
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national,
than
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Banks,
TOTAL
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true, NEW ORLEANS SAYS MEXICAN THESE
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conCAPITAL
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COMBINED
REPUBLIC HAS TAKEN
the grant board went ahead and
of all reporting; over 65 per cent of
LAND DONATION TO K. OF P.
V
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tracted with D. A. Camfleld to deliver
TO THIS END
$1,800,000,000
Individual deposits and over 56 per
FOR flME BEING
to him the 920 acres mentioned in the
cent of the aggregate loans. Of the
55 per cent is
Knights of Pythias resolution. To
Hamburg, Dec. 8. The explosion of
Washington, Dec. 8. For the first Surplus and profits,
Panama, Dec. 8. Passengers arriv
while two gas
of
At the sessions of the board of express the matter more correctly,
class
banks,
this
tanks in the
to
credited
here . from Nicaragua state that time in the history of American
'
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statements
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banking,
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week, business of intense interest
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and that acreage included the 920 pening in that country. So strict is tion of practically every banking inThe number of banks has more loss of many lives.
great Importance to this community acres above mentioned.
The, explosion was due to a leak in
the censorship maintained by Presi- stitution in the United States at a than doubled since 1900 and the comwas transacted. The Gordian knot
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matter again came up and, while it
. --? V I
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relations with the United various state banking commissioners
large
is concerned, and the Knights 'of
1900; loans workmefiwere engaged in reHJ t
boH that the sanatorium people had plomatic
get it from state banks from time to 1908 and 95 per cent over
thias were, by formal resolution prom- not done their part In accepting the States.
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and enlarging the plant. Tweni) .
General Toledo is besieged at Gray-tow- time. Such reports come forth at dif- have increased 100 per
ised support for their sanatorium pro resolution of April 9th, the matter was
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per
Firemen with ape?.
ject of the two that were discussed
the- Knfshta of Pythias of 920 acres of cause ha was defeated. This battle
on the scenei.
vestigation or tne conditions of the cent. During the c - nt year loans
br the members of the board
under the proposed Camfleld ditch Is said to have been a
land
desperate pne, various classes of Incorporated banks have Increased nean 9 .percent. In unable to appear' in
la the reservoir. .As Is well known to es would seriously endanger tne en
cause of the. isolated
the reader of The Optic, the Sangui- tire Irrigation project. Mr. Camfleld has xne government column wnicn enter- - throughout the country, the reports vestments In bonds, ejtc, abctit 3
ed the fight with one hundred and fifty beinsf made invariably upon a tiniforja perJ cent and deposits over 9
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,
juela project seemed to be indefinitely
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tour-meoa tne .wank' and all at the close of .business cent'
U to today nine
delayed because of adverse filings on satisfied with the small acreage that troops, leit an dui '
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known to have b0C- the waters of the GalUnas river. It has been granted to him and to lop field.
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giving
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been Temoved to such an extent as to the sanatorium people would not be not a native of Nicaragua, states that , portant mass of information has thus
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covered and It i8
permit construction work on the di- wise at all. There is, however, a the government officials of Nicaragua- been brought within the reach .of, the
presumed all ha v been Incinerate.
version dam and the Inlet canals to 'strong feeling among the members of publicly assert that Mexico will, sup- j financial world and the report issued
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to be completed during the low water can obtain 920 acres of land in another with the United States.
cubic meters. So Intense was
The institutions reporting to the W. T. Reed and Andy Storz, left this the heat and so
season.
In lieu of that which is under
place
dangerous their posi- To Arbitrate Row
commission include 6,893
The grant board unanimously pass- the ditch, whenever they show that
national this afternon for Santa Fe, having in ftion that the firemen were compelled
nine prisoners, sentenced to
ed a resolution binding themselves to they are in a position to complete their New Orleans. Dec. 8. A
special banks, 11,319 state banks, 1,703 mu- charge
serve the following sentences In Uie to withdraw to a safe .distance. A
indemnify D. A. Camfleld, the capital mammoth sanatorium project.
dispatch to the Picayune from Mex- tual and stock savings banks and
terrific explosion soon occurred and
ist behind the project, for all moneys
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last
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companies.
which leaped hundreds of feet into
Contract Already Let.
,
work up to the amount of $10,000 and
obtained here that Mexico will exert of all report the stupendous total of district court:
'
the
air, sending fragments of glowevidence
that the Cam its good offices looking toward an $21,100,000,000. A cursory analysis of Facundo Medina, larceny, not less
to reduce his bond from $200,000 to Indisputable
coke far and wide oyer the, city
The resolution provides field Construction company intends to amicable settlement of the Central the resources and liabilities show than two years or more than two and ing
$100,000.
and harbor. After strenuous efforts
further that Mr. Camfleld, on his part, begin work in the immediate future American embroglio. Charles E.
loans of $11,373,000,000; investments a nan years; juiio vnavez, jirson, not the ' fire
waf gotten under control.
months'
or
than!
more
must begin actual construction work on the diversion dam, the first step in
less
fifteen
thn
former governor of Cuba, has In bonds, etc., $4,614,000,000, due from
The new gas meter which explod
re
within ten days from the passage and the building of the big reservoir, was been appointed special envoy
Julio
months;
banks
Montano,
eighteen
on
cash
$2,562,000,000;
hand,
was the largest in the Ttforld, hav
by the
adoption of the resolution by the gleaned today in an interview with United States to meet Enrique Creel, (including, $809,000,000 in gold coin ceiving stolen property, not less than ed, a
met
ing
capacity of 200,00O-'tubIor
more
and
half
a
two
board. The original resolution was W. A. Cole, of the contracting firm now on his way to
tian
years
from and certificates), $1,432,000,000; oth
ers.
Washington
The
14,00Q,00O
city
of
appropriated
&
Cole
mailed to Denver last night and all
Work, who stated to an Mexico. The United States will Bee er resources, $1,094,000,000; capital, three years; Vldal JJartlnsz, sodomy,
its construc
not less than three years or more than marks ($3,500,000) for '
that remains now is for Camfleld to Optic representative that he had se- to it that Nicaragua carries out the $1,800,000,000; surplus and profits,
'
tion.
larcontract
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;
cured
the
for
the
five
return
It
the
board
for
and
years
Margarito Romero,
due to banks, $2,484,000,.
sign
grant
rules and regulations which may be
work. The dirt work has beeft let to decided
not' leas than one .year or more
files.
upon by these special envoys. 000; deposits, (including government ceny,
As the situation stands at the pres a steam shovel outfit of Ft. Collins,
deposits), $14,16,000,000; other liabil than two years; Clpriano Martinez,
'OF MILLS
ent moment, the. board of trustees Cclo.. according to Mr. Cole. The firm
No French Warship
ities, $870,000,000. Of the deposits, larceny, not less than one year or
of
&
been
Work
has
Cole
more
In
than fifteen months; Francisco
Its power to
hag done everything
building
Paris, Dec. 8. France will not send $6,956,000,000 are subject to check;
WashlKton, Dec.
appoint
expedite the construction of the San- - immense reservoir projects for the any warships to Nicaragua. This was $4,926,000,000 are savings deposits; Martinez, forgery, not less than one
ment off Chief Justice William , J.
Camfield
Colorado
in
for
the
Interests
to
or
more
now
dam.
remains
than
be
fifteen
It
are
months;
year
on time, and
guijuela
decided upon today, following the re- $1,212,000,000
c
New Mexico tol be governor
seen whether or no Mr. Camfleld will past five years and is therefore not
consist of demand certificates. Candldo Maes, larceny, not less than Mills,
of
advices
from
the
French
ceipt
tiFat
of
territory, recently" announced
attach his signature of acceptance to new at the business. Mr. Cole left charge d' affairs in Central America. Following the special reports from eighteen months or morfc than- two
Taft, will be sent to the
the resolution which was forwarded on an afternoon train for French', He reported there was no basis for the banks, a supplementary inquiry years; Edward Rice, forgery, not less by
on Friday.
senate
confirmation
for
' to him.
more
or
If he does this, and well au- Cclfax county, where be will assem
months
than
was made covering 18,245 institutions, than elghten
The' immediate confirmation of the
thentlcated advices Indicate that he ble his equipment, preparatory to
(Continued en Page 4)
relating to the character of deposits, two years; Facundo Medina, reeelv-- ,
senate is assurea.
will, Las Vegas wyi see her long hoped brineine it to this city. It will be
Ing stolen property, not less than two 'appointment by the
Mills
left
here today for
Governor
should
ar
overland
here
and
one-halon
or
or
f
more
three
than
and
lor irrigation project begun
brought
years
New I York. He . is satisfied with1 the
rive sometime next week. For some
about the middle of this month.
years.
situation, especially th ;outlook for
The other matter of great impor- time past Cole & Work have been
early j statehood.-- but declined to give
tance, but not of such pressing neces- fuelling a large contract for the
ROSWELL WOMAN SUICIDES
any statement, for publication. While
sity, that waa acted upon yesterday, Spnnirer Ditch company near French.
BECAUSE HUSBAND DRANK in Washington be had several conferwas the Knights of Pythias sanatorium
ences with President Taft and cabimatter. There is some little history
It's a Go Says Camfield
N. M., Dec. 8. Despond net members relative to federal apRoswell,
culconnected with this action that
In an interview given out at Greeley,
ent because of the continual drinking pointments la. New Mexico. v
minated in a' resolution, passed yes- Colo., and which
in the Denapeared
of
her husband, Mrs! J. D. Deering, E. W. Fox; of Clayton, N. M., is
terday, which provides In substance ver Republican, Mr.' Camfield has the
Pittsburg, Pa., Dec. 8. The strike break, a strike at the plant of the of this city; drank a large quantity here in the interests of hijs reappointresoluthat the previous offers and
of the Amalgamated Association of American Sheet and Tin Plate com- of
carbolic acid last night. She died ment as register of the U.' S. land
tions of the board are now rescinded
(Continued on Page 6)
Iron,-- Steel and Tin Workers against pany, was dynamited early today. The two hours later. V
.
office at Clayton.
:'
the American Sheet and Tin Plate house, which was occupied by the
company, a subsidiary of the United families of
Blrney and Louis
-- States Steel corporation, j which has Smith, was Harry
practically demolished,
been' in progress for the past five but no one was fataaly injured, lib
months in Ohio, West Virginia and clue has been found as to who tie
Pennsylvania, is assuming serious dynamiters were, but the sherl
Besides the dynamiting of the 'opinion that it was- done by me
COLD proportions.
of a house at Struthers, O, la'st
same persons, who three months ago
a striker was shot at by a 'soldier attempted to wreck the residence of
n
men C. L Gibson, superintendent of the
at Bridgeport several
Kansas City, Mo., Dec. 8 This por- - lowest record for the winter. At Sioux were severely beaten at New Castle, plant.
.iVv
.
tion of the southwest experienced still City, seven below is reported. At Pa., and the authorities at' Martins
Copenhagen, Dec. 8. The North po- two detectives drove hastily to the
colder weather todays The tempera- Norfolk, Neb., it was 12 below and Ferry and Wheeling are rpreparing for GIRL STUDENT TREATED
le
observations of Dr. Frederick Al university,' where the box was depo- ..
tAO
ture ranged from zero at Kansas City at Deadwobd, S. D., seventeen below. trouble.
TO COAT OF RED PAINT
;
sited in the strong room.,
v
:
Cook, of America, reached here today
The strike followed an "open shop"
to six degrees' below zero-.aConcor- Last night at Lander, Wyo., it was
The' examination of , the data will,-,- "
A
order
on
of
the
conforenoe
board
steamer
company.,
States.
United
the
dia, Kansas. Cities and towns 4n Ok: twenty below,-,,,Charleston, W. fa.,. Dec. 8. Miss
probably be made at the nnl
;
hmiis.',yx ,;i,r of' the national labor- leaders "will-..-bMottle Taylor, a student of the norm- Extraordinary precautions were tak- and none" but th8 duly chosen commis ,
lahoma, Kansas and western Missouri
' ' '
at-j
held 'here next Monday, when he J al- school at Fairmont, was Indiscreet en to 'make sure that the
Schools and Factories Close'
that depend on natural gas for heat,
heraldsion wilt be permitted to ba present
long
St. Joseph, Mo., Dec. 8. As a re- titude1 of tne United States Steel cor enough to 'rooi" for the wrong; loot-bal- l ed data were deliyered safely to the The coming of Dr. Cook's
are suffering because of the extremepapers is atwill
towards
labor
organized
sult of an Inadequate supply of na- poration
team recently. The result was University of Copenhagen. An irott tended
ly low pressure of the pipe lines.
a revival of the
of
signs
by
tural gas from the Kansas fields, all receive thorough consideration.
that she was taken in hand by the box containing tfie records was
con trove rsy. The Politi-ke- n
Still Freezing In Nebraska.
the school houses here in which gas
other girl students, given an ice cold brought ashore aa soon as the steamassents this morning that the
A
8.
Dec.
cold
The
Is used for heating purposes, were
Omaha, Neb.,
bafth and also treated to a beautiful er reached the pier." It was closely
Dynamite Outrage.
of Commander Peary, are trywave ia this section has' lost none of closed today. A number of factories
Struthers, O., Dec. 8. A large coat of paint. The state board of followed by Walter Xonsdatf,' Dr. ing to enlist the services of certain
its intensity. It was four degrees be- were also closed for the same
tin regents, is.. investigating the hazing Cook's secretary, who bundled it into Greenland explorers in the organiza- - "
house occupied by
low zero here early this morning, thq
workers who were brought here to and vigorous action will be taken.
an. antorrr'iHe fcnd 'in company with tion of an
press campaign.
I
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PACIFIC
WILL EDUCATE
ITS EMPLOYES
- UNWRITTEN LAW OF RAILROAD- INQ WILL BE PRINCIPAL

.:

SUBJECT

TO TEACH MODERN METHODS
The Course to be Conducted Much a
I That of the Preterit Day Correa- '

pondence School Each Student
Must
First Familiarize Himaelf
With History of Big Rail Systemjn
'
Question.

-'

,

r

j

In the par
ticular subject would be on benefit to
the company.
In planning the different courses
now in preparation It was thought
best to require each student to fam
iliarize himself with tha history of the
Union Pacific, its geography and re
sources, and also to give an outline
of the federal and state laws which
affect the road. In all cases this will
probably be the first work of the dif
ferent courses.
Courses are now being prepared on:
The maintenance of automatic block
signals.
Mechanical engineering as applied
to railway work.
Track work In both English and Jap
anese. '
Station work.
'
Freight traffic.
Accounting.
Railway operation.
Electric lighting and power.
Questions and answers for firemen
studying for promotion examination's
in machinery.
Additional courses planned are:
Gasoline motor car work.
Analysis of statistics
Maintenance of interlocklng'plants
and their construction.
Car building.
Shop practice.
Civil engineering as applied to rail
way work.
Refrigeration.
-

GeneralBunerintedent W. L. Park,
of the Union acinic, haa isaued a clr
cular regarding the establishment of
.
an educational bureau of information.
It is the purpose of this bureau to fur
nlsh courses of reading and study es
pecially prepared under the direction
of the advisory board to cover as
unwritten Jaw
much of the
of railway operation as possible. The
course will be conducted somewhat
on the methods of now exisiting cor
i' respondenee schools. No employe
' , need hesitate to state what he wants Railroad notes-- L
the bureau to do for him or of what
.
Fireman C. A. Ford has reported
line of work he has ambitions to for duty on engine No. 1610.
master. Certain reasonable quallflca-Engineer Jack Lowe has reported
- tlons,
however, are Implied.
for duty on engine No. 1213 after a
Firemen will until they have passed brief lay off.
promotion, examinations In rules, air
Fireman Field has laid flown thq
brake and machinery, will ba assisted scoop" on the switch engine in the
only on matters pertaining to the local yards for a few days.
knowledge necessary to' pass these
J. Furgeson, agent at Onava station
was a visitor In the city today from
promotion examinations.
Brakemen, switchmen, etc. until his station a few miles away.
they have passed all promotion exEngineer Sears Is off duty to attend
aminations for conductors yard fore-- ;. the marriage ceremony which will take
men, etc., will be assisted only by place this evening at his home.
answers to such questions as they may
Conductor Maltland and crew hand
V; ask the Information bureau, although led a stock train through this point
, It will not limit the number of ques-- v yesterday enroute to eastern markets.
tlons they may' ask. An exception to
Ben Williams, chief of the Santa Fe
this will be made In the case of brake-me- n company's special officers, boarded an
having had three years' cxper-- t afternoon train yesterday for his head- ience or more., one year at least of quarters in La Junta.
which has been served on the Union
C. L. Cllne, claim adjuster for the
,
railroad, In which case an ad-- Santa Fe road la visiting the Duke
s .Pacific
Tanced course maybe taken np with city
today on matters pertaining to
the permission' of the general superin- the Santa Fe system
.
i.
'
tendent.
Engineer Arthur Lowe has reported
Stenographers, clerks, etc., will be for duty on engine JIo. 1225 which en
allowed to take up studies pertaining
returnd4M;a morning after Jhav-in- g
to the department In which they woW ginemade a triiy to Raton.
air long aa they are not of too a;d- - Fireman, M9eeley is handling the
anced a, character ' and In special Mhoe'?"for a few days on engine No.
kflfW?- -"
isre they are anxious to get IGOoin place of Tegular fireman P. N.
li.
rent line of work In other Marx, who Is laying off.
III
"Lu- J
vy the approval of the Engineer Lyster is handling passen."".'
!U.iitirintendent.
et&lne .No 1218 during the
to teach ele- - ger
1
At is not lib'
Engineer Kirk who is off duty
tnentary or rudimentary SYkbiert such for a few trips, resting up.
ierramSDellincT
V 'as arithmetic writing:.
H. B. Jones,' operator at Bernalillo
mar, etc., which can be learned ltf or has been sent to Springer to relieve
dinary nleht schools or business col- Operator Golusky who Is off duty at
leges, except in certain particular cas- that place on account of sickness.
i es, such as ship classes for appren
Engineer George Bryan Is compelled
tices, or where an employe Is located to' be off duty for a few days on acat such a point that there is no other count of an injured hand, having one
way for him to get this training, and of his knuckles badly bruised yester-

into Las Vegas this morning from
Albuquerque on account of the regular
crew being held for regular No. 8
which was several hous late into this
place this morning.'1
Enginer Bryan has been ' relieved
from further duty on engine No. 1204
on the reporting for duty of Engineer
Martin. Engine No. 1204 was sent
to Albuquerque for one trip on account
of the shortage of south end engines
at this point
General Manager H. J. Simmbna of
the El Paso and Southwestern railroad announces that the Mountain
lodge at Cloudcroft, Otero county,
which burned to the ground several
months ago would be rebuilt by the
company but would not be ready for
occupancy until 1911r
K slight accident took place in the
local yards yesterday morning. Engine No. 2012 known as the "goat", in
the yards here, was switching cars
around and. in attempting to pass a
car which was not in clear,
the car. The car was slightly damaged aa was also the switch engine, but
no one was- hurt other than Fireman
side-swipe- d

CHILD'S DREADFUL

Bloxson, special officer for
the Santa Fe company left last evening for Santa Fe to look. Into the peace
and dignity of things in the vicinity
of the' Ancient city.
Night Switchman Monnlgal ia enjoyBrakeman F. C.
ing a short lay-ofSelsor is exercjslng his muscles at
turning switches during Switchman
Monnigal's absence.
Engine No. 909 which has been In
service on the Glorleta mountain, has
Raton
been transferred for duty on
mountain, being sent to Raton yesterday on the local.
Ricardo Romero has been assigned
to the duties of night watchman
in the local yards, "relieving Special
Officer A.-- B. Hubbard who has been
transferred for dtity on the Belen cut

no
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Had Sixty Etyils wlien

0ldW3S.VlRl?lly Attacked

j

by
It Loobed Red Like a

.aflumor
Scald
Head

4and

Spread

(W Half Her

Both Troubles Me Lured.

.

NO PRAISETOO HIGriEOR
THE CUTICURA REMEDIES"When, my little Vivian was jabout
months old, her papa had a Ipoil on
nig lorebeaai , At
that tima th child
was covered J with

tlx

-

off.'.:-

Conductor H. ti. Creswlck and crew
cars of sheep at
unloaded thirty-fiv- e
the local stock yards yesterday' for
i nriklv heat and I
resting and feeding. The sheep are
suppose, in scratch- - enroute
from El Paso to Kansas City
inr it. tier own neaa
became infected for A markets. ,
it broke out in boils.
Conductor W. F. Hetzler who has
' one after another.
. She had about
sixty been off duty for several trips on ac
.in all and I used count of sickness, has reported for
Cuticura Soap and
duty, relieving Conductor Youngston,
.Cuticura Ointment
1fy
cured her of who haa been in charge of Conduct
which
J
1
thpm'entirelv. Then.
.
or Hetzler's car.
sometime later, her little foot got sore
between the toes. . Being afraid it was
Engineer Lyster has been assigned
'
alt rheum, I spoke to our doctor. Be to regular duty on engine No, J608,
me a powder which dried it up,
gavesoon
HughQulgley,
after it broke out behind her "bumping"- Engineer
been
has
who
ordered; to gaze at the
They cracked half way- around
and the humor spread up on to her head "slow board" until another regular enuntil, on several occasions, it was nearly
balf covered. The humor looked like a gine. Is assigned him.
scald, very red with a sticky, clear fluid
Engineer Donnelly of the Raton divicoming from it. This occurred every sion who was off duty here yesterday
year I think it was toward the spring
1 always bathed It with warm water and on account of engine No. 1206 being
tuticura Soap and applied Ctitwura sent to Albuquerque, has reported for
. Ointment which never failed to heal it
who
P Tbo last time it broke out was work, relieving Engineer Bally
wfcen she was 8ix years old. It became
has had charge of the engine.
o bad that I was discouraged. Then
C. P. Swaney, connected with
I procured a bottle of
Cuticura Resolv-- i,
of
the car repaiirng department
00n cleared it out of Tier
7
Wood.
I continued the use of Cuticura the, Santa Fe at thU place for some
boap and Ointment with the Resolvent
until she was perfectly well. She is now time, has resigned and will depart
boureight
old and has never soon for the east where he has' been
twn troubledyears
in the last two years.
on account of the illness of his
We also find Cuticura Eesolvent a good called
wife.
and
are
we
?ntlX, jnpdicine
fthe
just giving fc
children Cuticura Resolvent
PiUs
Conductor Leeper and crew who
ma a tonus.
We do not think any one can
raise Cuticura Remedies too highly. were ordered to Lamy on Monday to
Irs. M. A. Schwerin, 674 Spring Wells
take charge of the work train at that
Ave., Detroit, Mioh., Feb. 2t.. 190S."
were recalled down' the road
place;
vSOTW ETterPur ind Tntemi r 4nttnnt for and
put in charge of stub No. 8 yesChildren ami AduiU p
In'nt.
y.l,n100,
Somi (2Sc
to rieaiw the f t a,
Jjsjif Cut)Bim
Ointment (We.) to Hrl the Sim and
terday moTning,- handling same to La
(60c
In th ftirm of ChoroUt
5S?MVe"i
m 25lunta, Colo.
"t1 ' ) to PunT h mvxj,
AmU
P"
thron(hnat the orld.' Potur Drug Qua,
Conductor C.E. Ralney and crew of
VUrp., Mole Prnna Rw.. I,.
the freight service handled stub No.
fn. Cutuun kook OS SUI
,'

1
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POWDER

COMPLIES WITH ALL
PURE FOOD LAWS

Gle-riet-

OUNCES

Makes the
Baking Sweeteiy Lighter
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NO FAILURES
Costs YOU Less

NO TRUST PRICES

't

25 Ounces for 25 Cents
BEST AT ANY PRICE

CHICAGO.
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,

Always works rl&ht

it;,
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,
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or your money back
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BAD BREATH

it,
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Shop Early

Open Evenings

Early in the day and early in December. That will
be your biggest gift of the Holidays to the workers
behind the counters and on the delivery wagons.

'
Commencing Friday December the 10th we will
keep open every evening until Christmas. Our excellent lighting system makes evenings as good as
day in which to shop.

i
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SHARP UNDERPRICINQ IN
LADIES' SUITS
7?he heavy selling earlier in the season has left us with a few high class Suits in broken sizes. Several exceptionally

U

good models in 40 and 42. These are all this season's goods from the best manufacturers in the country. Style,
fit and quality oi the very best and our usual guarantee goes with every suit, To clean up the lot we will give, this
.
week,

25 Per Cent Discount

.

but Six Months

Avy

n

BAKING

head-aohe-

'

Ay E.

--

What Ails You

-

day.

Engine No. 1613 which was recentFish-burly assigned to Engineer Garfield
Frank
Ackerman,
Fireman
and
has been taken oft the main line sera
vice and assigned to duty on the
mountain. This change places
Engneer FUhburn and Fireman Acker-ma- n
back on the "slow board" for a
short while. Engine No. 1613 relieves
engine No. 909 which has been eent
to Raton for service.
Conductor Bruce piloted engine No.
1224 to Albuquerque yesterday afternoon, which engine was used in handling the Chicago limited into this place
last night There is a great shortage
of passenger engines on the Las
division and It, la
necessary quite oftento pilot engines
to Albuquerque or to run engines from
the Raton division direct through from
Raton to Albuquerque.
At a conference this week in New
York of the Brotherhood of Railroad
Trainmen, Grand Master Lee and First
Vice President Murdock were named
as a committee to decide whether the
men shall go out or remain at work
In case the demand to 52 eastern rail- -

p

w eVat"

roads for a 10 per cent increase in pay
is refused. It Is expected, that the
1 final schedule of
grievances will be In
the hands of the railway managers
Do you feel weak, tired, despondent, have frequent
tow
s,
Thursday or Friday. The following "For woDtht I had vrcat trouble with my
nuftl all kinds of tnmllcl tl Al. IIt tortaTHH hasl
coated tongue, bitter or bad taste in morning,
statement was Issued at the close of and
at irut, my breath baiD
been atii)7
gren
"heart-burn,- "
m
Two
weelci ago friend recommnndea
bad odor.
aeid rising! in throat after
belching' of
the conference: "Before a geenral Cai
carets and after ualnv fthem I ean willingly
atinf , stomach gnaw or bum, foul breath, dizzy spells,
h.crfnllv
that tki at ha anttrelv eared m
strike can be ordered it must have the therefore
know that I hell reeommeBC
let
variable
or
yoa
poor
appetite, nausea at times and kindred
iron Die '
official sanction of the grand master. fthem to any one unerlncTtbfrom mca
symptoms ?
St., &fiw York, IS. T.
B. Halpern, U4 E.
Vaa.
In the event of the refusal of the deIf you hT any considerable number of the
mands a poll will be taken for the purBest For
above symptoms yon are eufferinf from bilious-the demand In orpose of
The Dowels
Bess, torpid liver with indigestion, or dyspepsia.
der the strike, when called may be efDr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery is made '
fective. The demand has only been
op of the most valuable medicinal principles '
known to mediobl aoienoo for the permanent
s
endorsed . once 'by more than a
cure of such abnormal conditions. It is a most
CAN0W CATHARTIC
vote of the membership. The
T
efficient liver invigorator, stomach tonic, bowel
movement planned will have nothing
and
nerve
regulator
strengthencr.
In common with the general strike beThe Golden Medical Discovery" is not a patent medicine or secret nostrum,
ing conducted at present by the
full list of its ingredients bein printed on its
P1eMn. PltW. Potent, TMteGnod.DeOoo.
and attested
Switchmen's Union of North America
10c. SSe.Mc. Merer
Sicken, Weaken or
trader oath. A glance at these will show that it contains no alcohol, or harmold la balk. The genuineGripe,
which is distinctly a rival and an ene- pTr
tablet atamped OOO.
ful
g
snaaiaateed to cure or your money back.
drugs. It is a fluid extract made with pure, triple-refinmy of the Brotherhood of Railway
Sterling Remedy Co., Chicago or N.Y. n
glycerine, of proper strength, from the roots of native American medical,
Trainmen." This statement represents
forest plants. World's Dispensary Medical Association, Props., Buffalo, N.Y.
SALE, TEH MILLION BOXES
101,000
wltchraen and trainmen.
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'SlirrUq ft5-the job again.
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Fields whose feeling were ruffled.

THE RAILROAD WORLD

IN

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

TOYLAND

IS LOCATED IN OUR
FOURTH AISLE

OUR TOYLAND is SANTA CLAUS headquarters for Las Vegas and vicinity, He has borrowed our shelves and counters and
filled them with everything imaginable in the way of toys, dolls, etc.
No matter what the Children may wish Santa can supply the demand from his stock in our store, and
naturally this department is filled with enthusiastic children all day leng. Their happy, joyous anticipation of the coming Holiday events would tickle
any,oldl "Santa." Bring the children in and let them look over Santa's own stock; pick out what they wish and leave an order for it.

TOYS

FANCY APRONS

Wagons, Sleds, Tool Chests, Velocipedes,
Wheelbarrows,
Magic Lanterns, Iron
of
Toys,
every description, Mechanical
Woden
Toys,
Toys for the boys and Dolls,
Pianos, Furniture, Dishes, Doll "Beds,
Doll Cradles, Doll Clothes, Doll Trunks,
'
for the girls.
.

This, season we have a beautiful line of
fancy Aprons made in the daintiest, most
pleasing styles and from the sheerest materials.'' Tastefully trimmed with Lace,
Ruffles and Ribbons. A very popular and
appropriete gift. Prices 50c to $3. each.

OUTING FLANNEL
GOODS

KNIT GOODS

Go-Car- ts

POLLS

Our line of Dolls is one of the largest in
the Territory including every kind, size
and description of Dolls, Wooden Dolls,
China Dolls, Bisgue Dolls, Kid Dolls, and
Rag Dolls that do anything possible for
dolls to do.
.

-

i

l

-

(ntl-rti- y,

-

Children's Outing Flannel Gowns,
well made from good Quality
05c
of flannel

LADIES' SWEATERS.

SHOES
Ultra shoes for women

KNIT SKIRTS.

$3.50

,

Ladles' Outing Flannel Gowns,
full styles, faat colors, trimmed
.. 65c
white braid
Ladles Outing Flannel oGwns,
collars and cuffs In contrasttrimmed witn
colors,
ing
85c.
braid

and J3.60 sweaters for 91.95
to $5.00 sweaters for $3.50
$6.00 to $7.00 sweaters for $5.00
$8.00 to $3.50 sweaters for $6.00
13.00

$4.00

.

35c skirts for .,

. 60c.

...75c
$1.00

Rosenwald
men

Special

Children's shoes

INFANTS' KNIT GOODS
A large and

Ladies' Outing Flannel Skirts.
knee length, good quality, var- -'
85t.
ety of patterns

Also a large assortment of Infants' Bootees to match

nnk at

attractive line of Infants' knit sacques in White, Blue and

"

" ...

35c, 60c, $1.00 and $1.25.

1UC Pflf.

'

tha sacques.
FA- IE.
ww .I'M VWV.
1

for

wo-$- 4

and $5

Sanatorium shoes for women$3.50
Fox's fancy Slippp-- s
$2 to $6

Felt Slippers,

Ladies' Outing Flannel Corns,
of extra quality, neatly made
and- good weight
$1.00
-

. 25c

skirts' for .,
$1.00 skirts for
$1.25 skirts for
75c

......

65o to $3
60c to $2

Boys' soft sole shoes, 35o to 65s
Crossett shoes for men $4 to $6
Douglas shoes for men $2 to 3.50
Douglas shoes for boys $1.75 to
Rubbers for Everybody
Polishes fop all Shoes

3.50

LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

'
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Chicago when the street car employes
threatened to tie up the traction lines
a year ago. There was no authority
AND HEARTBURN GO in the United States commissioner
Li
BALL TO BE
CmJ (Up
:
of labor or any other federal officials
covers
which
the act,
as to how long you are to do so under
The
common carriers entering more than
IIELDAS USUAL going toquestion
continue a sufferer from In- one state, but he offered his aid.
digestion, dyspepsia or
Only one other time since tb,e act
stomach Is merely a matter of hoT was passed at the request of labor
ATTEMPT TO PREVENT CHICAsoon you begin taking some Dlap?p-sin- . organizations in June, 1908, has it
GO'S ANNUAL ORGY
been invoked, that being when the
FAILS
If your stomach is lacking iu diges big strike on the Southern railway
tive power, why not help the svmiach looked formidable andact President
was ento do Its work, not with drastic drugs, Roosevelt acted. The Brotherhood
dorsed and urged by the
41,000 SPIKESENEMTC GUNS but a
of dlgustlve of
Railway Conductors, Engineers,
agents, such as are naturally at work Firemen and Telegraphers. The act
POICIO QUALITY
V.'
VXJNL? 'J flP H'OH
Owner of Coliseum Refuse to Revoke in the stomach.
IN A LOW PRICED CAR
provides that upon request, the
VfcLx
commerce
License on Plea They Would be LI.
People with weak stomachs should chairman of the interstate
able for Damages Event Helps take a little Xtlapepsln occasionally. commission and the United States
White Slave Traffic A New Ver-sio- n and there will be no more indigestion, commissioner of labor, shall, upon
of Cause of Windy City's Great no feeling like a lump of lead in the request, offer their services as medi
'.
,
ators in the case of threatened strike
Fire Other News of the Metropolis.
stomach, no heartburn, sour risings, and if unsuccessful may seek to have
of
the accepted
engine
a
no
1200
than
in
is
passenger
lbs., it
lighter
proportion
Llght as the Ford car is,
gas on stomach or belching of undl- the matter arbitrated. The act reWest weighs 53.8 lbs. per
Lines
on
used
the
locomotive
H.
Pacific
P.
Pennsylvania
The
6,000
type
8.
type.
Dec.
highest
Chicago,
Spiking of all gested food, headaches, dizziness or
"The award being filed in the
horse power. The Model "T" weighs E3.3vlbs. per horse power. Each is designed "by an engineering, expert
the guns aimed at the infamous First sick stomach, and besides, what you cites:
office of a circuit court of the
clerk's
for passenger service. On the other hand, the average freight engine, as well as a large proportion of automo'Ward ball, which puts 50,000 annual- eat
Ford h. p. Is figured
not ferment and poison your United States, It shall go into practwill
y
"Hln-kbiles,
weighs from 85 to 110 lbs. per horse power. Note the difference? In the above the
ly Into the political coffers of
shall be from tha
and
ical
Judgment
nauseous
All
breath
these
formula
with
odors.
operation,
X
N
:
generally accepted
Dink"
Kenna and "Bathhouse
entered thereon accordingly at the
John" Coughlin, wag accomplished for symptoms resulting from a sour,
1
such
stomach and dyspepsia are expiration of ten days from
the matter $1,000 rental which own. At the expiration of
of the Model "T tho rated as "twenty" la greater than the average "thirty" and equal to
lng
ers of the Coliseum refused to relin- generally relieved fivo minutes after ten days from the decision of the cir- someTheof horsepower
cars.
the
"forty"
quish, pleading that they ahould not taking af little Dlapepsln.
taken to
court
cuit
upon
exceptions
"
;
of
morals
of
the
?
"he asked "to Judge
Go to your druggist and set a
said award, as aforesaid. Judgment
in
,
d
small
their fellow men." After the corporacar
comparison
Ford
case of Pape's Dlapepsln now, shall h entered in accordance with
are1
light,
Them nr anm items which in connection with the
tire cost are
tion counsel and the chief of police and you will,
are
fuel
bills
are
cars.
ten
bills
lighter;
said
smaller;
heavier
Repair
unless
table
for
to
items
similar
the
such
priced,
with
during
high
go
decision,
always
"had supplied ammunition for the guns
less. A Model "T" costs less to maintain per month than a horse and buggy. A gallon of gasoline is enough
with a hearty appetite, and what you days either party shall appeal there
W the reformers and ths prevention
court
of
circuit
to
the
appeals.
from
for 22 to 25 miles; a Bet of tires lasts 8,000 to 10,000 miles or more, ana repair parts are low priced, and easiwill
stoiaeat
taste
because
good,
your
xt the orgy seemed likely, the law- ach and intestines
For
A
New
Grain
Purposes
Feeding
I I ' V BLll.ll! I.. .'1
ly installed.
will be clean and
element suddenly confrontorder
nd
purposes
for
new
A
feeding
grain
'
ed Charles P. Gunther, capitalist, and fresh, and you will know there are and an improved alfalfa that will
the
more
not
to
bad
Commodore Vander-bll- t,
be
man,
any
nights
society
IStewart Spalding,
going
add two hundred million dollars to
Quality, not quantity, makes strength. Light weight is expensive, not cheap to build.
each
builder
for
by which he
offered
a
once
pound
$1,000
carriage
railorad
president and manager respectively of and miserable days for you. Thuy Uncle Sam's crop value will be sub
of
development,
that
giant
the big auditorium. When Informed freshen you and maks you feel like mitted at the meeting of the American was' able to reduce the weight of a buggy. It is a mistake to consider low price, as a result of light weight or
from know-how- ,
from, specialization, from quantthat it was up to him to prevent the life Is worth living.
Breeders' association In Omaha next that light weight is a result of low price. Low priced-result- s
is the result of .Mr. Ford's
and
in
from
belling.
Light
and
weight
system
production
and
tall, Mr. Spalding is reported to have
week and later to the American As
producing
ity buying
T
"Let
are
cast
essentials
of
of
and
not
Iron,
strength.
and
Advancement
the
"blandly smiled and remarked:
sociation
for
quantity
design,
conviction that quality
the
us not judge our fellow men. Per- and were going to milk one ofwhiS'
B. C
Prof.
in
Boston,
by
Science,
v
milk to make
n
sons come to us and pay their money cows so aa to getcow
fifteen years head of the
The
got frightened Buffman, for
1200 lb. car; Ford magneto , built In as, a part of eft
four
twenty
Uni
1n good faith for the use of our pro- ky punch.
horsepower,
of
cylinder,
the
A
Vanadium
steel,
at their rough handling and kicked agricultural department
contact points, moving wires or batteries; thermo-syphon- "
system of coollngj new design
perty and it is not for us to sav in over the lamp.
never told this be versity of Wyoming who left Chicagoa gine, no brushes,
not
Is
silent, easy and loag lived; combination splash and gravity oiling syAem without oilfinished results of
advance that this affair
right fore because II was
transmission,
to
exhibit
J;he
planetary
afraid it might
We have said we could not stand for
'
series of experiments in grasses and ers, lubricators or piping; three point suspension, unit construction throughout and only three units .to entire
Ford features described in catalog.
such a crowd as they had last year, hurt the boys. To all of this Mr, grains secured at the experiment
chassis; and interchangeable bodies. These and other
"but we can't revoke their license now O'Leary brings the countercharge farm under his supervision at Worthat 'the cow yarn" la the most
is
or they would sue us for damages." monumental
fake of the past century. land. Wyo. The feeding grain
a hyblrd
President Gunther promptly shirked
In view of the above advantages, It might be expected that the Ford price would he correspondingly high.
of
emmer,
new
variety
was in the barn
He
to corn in The reverse Is true. The price is the lowest. The price of the completely equipped car is several hundred dolis
which
responsibility upon Mayor Busse, but that aays: "Nobody
superior
wheat,with equipment exnight at all. The 'Old Man had bone nourishment and
then Mayor Busse had ducked in fav--f laid in
lars lower than that of any other car of nearly equal value, tho the other car may be listed
a stock of 'green hay' a few
built-ia
to
addition
to
In
the
extras
no
magneto
part of the enhas
150
buy.
80
bush
whlchjs
"T"
Model
A
to
from
Chief of Police Steward. Protosts
tra.
buyer
was spontaneous power and yields
and
before
it
an
days
brass
automatic
wlndshled, a
include
extension
an
roadster
to
and
top,
month
a
tourabout
for
city
the
prices
els
lava been made
acre, or about double
gine the touring car,
n
combustion, rthat's all."' Between the best per
two
is a beardless
gas lamps, a generator, 3 oil lamps and a horn. This equipment, is usually listed separ-officials against permitting this ball, two
It
Russian
speedometer,
spelts.
disputants stands the Chicago wheat of
more. How does Ford d& it?. We have not room
-- alia for
to
from
$300.00
of
$150.00
n
exnenditure
t,a
fixed
hull
and
size
which has been a harvest time for Historical
large
if
society which merely raises
to enumerate all the means employed, but any car now selling for several ; hundred dollars more could,,
procurers of girls for the white dave
especially fitted to production In the
a
"show
with
to
its
diseyebrows
request
has
which
event
an
semi-arithe Ford factory by Ford methods and in Ford quantities, be sold at the Ford price if the rnak-- 1
in
traffic and
Ford
or
country
built
irrigated
arid,
by
me," while the Prohibitionists claim west
.
,
er would be satisfied with the Ford profit per car.
graced Chicago.
of the 100th meridian, including
O, 1
they have here still another "duly all the elevated
War On Wh!t Slav-iryof
the
Rocky
plateau
blow
against the whiskey mountains and the valleys of the
Woman's interest in protecting wo qualified'
manhood against the white slave traf- trust."
mountain ranges. This region, from
fic proves to ba increasing, Judging Postal Savings Bank Bill Will Be the Gulf of Mexico to the Canadian
in
Woman's
Issue
Congress.
Leading
toy letters received by the
boundary, has an average elevation too
San Llljuei, Mora, Colfax Counties
General Agents
World Committee on legislation In
The increasing heat of controver great for the maturing of corn. Stock
Michnow
women
of
and
the
bank raising of all kinds is still the dominthe
Chicago,
sy
savings
postal
concerning
V
igan are enlisted in the cause as al- bill which will ' be a leading issue ant Interest throughout the whole of
ready they have been In Ohio, and sev- during this session of congress has It, and the discovery of this new feedOne
statea.
letter
such
eral other
developed a sharp tilt in Chicago grain promises to relieve the stockfrom a woman in Ann Arbor follows:, between the Record-Heraland a men fromJ.he cost and trouble of im 8ALE OF RED CROSS
"Last March I read the article on correspondent who signs himself porting ocrn from the middle west
STAMPS GOOD IN CITY
white slavery and a few days ago I merely "A City Banker," in which ern states for use in
or
fattening
the
found the booklet, 'Smasulug
the lack of exact knowledge by bank
their animals for market,
Despite the fact that it is several
White Slave Trade," which aroused ers of the terms "of the Carter bill finishing
This will mean an almost incalcuable days before the big rush of holiday
all my ambition to help in this fight. as now amended has been striking
in all branches of animal packages and letters will begin goIt ia a cause to call forth extra ses- ly displayed. "No state of prosper economy
a corresponding ni- - ing through the mails, the sale of the
sions of legislatures. It is enough ity can be secured unless the bank husbandry, and As
in profits.
supplementing it, Red Cross society's Christmas stamps
to resurrect Lincoln, if we have no ing institutions are on a safer basis," crease
man in this day who will become the the banker declared. And he raised Professor Buffum has succeeded in at the Murphy and Red Cross Drug
producing a new variety of alfalfa, stores has been good.
makes the long evening brilliant with
I a number of
emancipator of the white slave.
specific objections and
Every day Increasing numbers of
shall never he satisfied If T do not do opposed the postal savings bank in possessing the quality of the best
known alfalfas as a balanced ration. the little messengers of good cheer
, its steady white light for sewing or
something to help; never In history principles. The Record-Heralwhich
was there a greater call for a strong with most of the leading papers of but having an Increased rapidity and to the receivers of Christmas gifts
reading. Made of brass, nickel plated
are sold. The stamps are becoming
on the country not under banking Influ weight of growth that will give
systematic war or extermination
one
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a
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and
half
to
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more
an evil close to the home. I am ready ence and some which are, has been
and equipped with the latest impopular every year and the proto give all my time working in this a stalwart champion of postal sav an acrei This new alfalfa has reach ceeds of their sale are doing a great
ed a height of nine feet in a single work toward the
stamping out of tuproved central draft burner.
cause,' will go from door to door, or ings
banks for years, retorted:
will easily enable four berculosis.
frci church to church to talk and Could a postal savings bank be season, and
Instead of the present
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proceeds.
foreign governments invest the de and there are millions of acres of it
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any price. V;
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these
believed
and whether she did,
Rayo cer, iiwlys one
bonds available for that purpose. But
yesterday at Santa
acre, if this new variety were ex Fe. There
were present Charles
Every Tn1fr Kwrywirfo. t Nr ,1 .At Yonrit, Writ fa
many years, "kick Chicago over" by we have other available investments.
mean
five
would
grown,
clusively
o
Descriptive Circular to tha K.tajesS
of tha
Springer the president, Member
starting the great fire y a kick, has ana wnat is more, certain of our times
as
millions of dollars as
Jaramlllo and Clerk C. D.
made this historical Idol totter. Old state
have already there are many
governments
acres, earned by the farm Miller. The appeal of J. L Lawson,
han shown that they can select suchv inMra O'Leary's son, no other
ers every year.
of Alamogordo, from the action of the
"Big Jim" O'Leary of gambling fame vestments with admirable
wisdom
territorial engineer, was taken up.
at the 'Stock Tarda, declares at this Massachusetts leads the way In this PAYS A DEBT
AFTER
late date that he has been forced to respect by .providing standards to
TWENTY-FOUYEAP3
unseal his lips, arise to the defense of which the savings banks of the state
. FOR THE AMBITIOUS WOMAN
IOTICE FOR, PUBLICATION
hia parents, their live stock, and the must conform. Those standards are
A great man said, "Be not the first
. (Not Coiil Land)
N.
Dec.
.8.
One
of
the
M.,
Raton,
a
to try new thing nor the last to for-yhonor of the O'Leary's past, present known all over the country and are
Department o tn Interior, U. 8.
of all sickness. Indi
sake an old."
and future in order to denounce the often referred to when prime invest most unusual cases ever heard of. causes
But note, in this life the time al- Land Office at Santa Fe. N. M, Novnew version of the flre4 cause. ments are sought. If the government came to light here yesterday when gestion followed by headache, general
ember 23, 1909.
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hstlessness,
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,
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despondency,
for
$230
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check
ways
a
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combuscan help the banks to safety, could
'"''Leary claims spontaneous
tion of the mind and bodv. cold, r mm v
Notice is hereby given that Lena
tion of green hay. But Rev. J. D. It not equally well use the same safe in payment of an old debt. In speak feet and hands and paleness are, sure the new. Time itself Is change, rim
change with time or fall behind Isaac, of Watrous. N. M who. nn
Leek has sprung a new one, based, he standards for its own Investments of ing of the check, Mr. Lyons said that signs of poor circulation. - If not taken must
)
tne procession.
March 24, 1908, made Homestead Entwenty-fou- r
an
old
about
ago
m
years
on
Andrew
of
words
the
Bird, postal bank deposits. Could It not
time, serious trouble will follow. That
says,
Don't let prejudice keep you fr&m try No. 13756, for the SW 4 Sec. 3.
schoolmate
and
friend
while
tired
here,
feeling comes from sluirinsh Klonrl. the benefits
inmate of the Metho- manage its own investments as well
an
your neighbors enjoy,
16 North, Range 21 East, N. M.
dist Old People's Home and formerly as It compels' private or mutual borrowed $50 with which to get to Daffy's Pure Malt
from modern Improvements in all Twp.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of Intenwas
sure
Whiskey
he
where
said
he
Chicago,
- a teacher in the Maxwell Street Sun(
lines.
banks to manage theirs? Surely the
ne world's oraatMt MadiAi
tion to make final commutation proof,
of finding employment, and therefore
day School. "Sam and Christopher answer is yes?"
Baking Powders have Improved to
will brighten you. A teaspoonful 3 or 4
would
establish claim to the land above
to
in
be
able
return the money
with
O'Neill were boys In my Sunday
else.
But
The Law a Good One.
along
you'll
everything
a
iuiics
uay in nait a
a short time. Mr. Lyons loaned him glass
before Robt L. M. Roes,
never
described,
know
It
C
till
K
Bald.
you
inof
milk
has
Mr.
Bird
The
Baking
try
or water
.school class,"
"They
scope of the Erdman act,
Powder. Guaranteed the Best at Any tr. S. Court Commissioner, at Lag Ve
came to me In great fear and said voked by the railway managers and the money and in about two or three will make you strong
Price, the acme of perfection, the gas, N. M., on tha 10th day of Janit en- fir
neaitny.
they had taken a bottle of whisky the switchmen prior to the strike or- months received a letter from his ana
splendid result of modern scientific uary, 1910.
VV
the
blood.1
and a lamp into the O Leary'a bam, der of the union, was developed in friend, In Chicago, asking him for $50 riches
.
research.
more. This amount Mr. Lyons had to strengthens the circuClaimant names As witnesses:
If you don't agree that K C Baking
lation and tones up
William Smith, Matt. Gerk. Ramon
soon
as
sent
he
but
as
borrow,
it
the whole system. It
Powder makes your baking ' lighter,
could, as he liked his friend and is an absolutely nure
sweeter, more delicious than any TruJIllo, of Watorus, N. M . and Cody
trusted him. After not hearing from distillation of malted
other, your grocer refunds Vour W. , Summerlln, of "East Las Vegaa.
N. M.
him for about five years, Mr. Lyons liquid food,
requiring no digestion, which money. The manufacturers guarantee
MANUEL R. OTERO, Register.
that your baking will always be peiv
gave up all hopes of ever getting the is one of the most effective tonic stimuhundred dollars back and gave it up lants and invigorators known to science ; f ectly raised, sweet and palatable,
i
pure and wholesome.
There are some men who tak
reeclved the its palatability and freedom from inWhen the blood becomes overcharged with uric acid It continually for good, until he
substances render it so that it
K C costs you less, no "Trust" their pleasures for business
reasons.
The nerves, check for $230 from his old friend, jurious
grows weaker, more acrid, and poorer in nourishing qualities.
can be retained by the most sensitive prices, but a fair price for a perfect
muscles and joints, instead of receiving their necessary nutriment from the from whom he had not heard for so stomach.
,
You'll
Powder.
the
marvel
at
Baking
clrculatidn are gradually filled with the sharp uratio impurity With which long a time. The amount sent includ
For Eczema, Tetter and Salt Rheum
, ,
Duffy's Pllrn TLfolt TtrhloVn 1.
saving and ask how it can be done.
j
the circulation is loaded, and the pains and aches of Rheumatism are the ed tne
The Intense Itching characteristic
$100 and interest for twenty- - sealed bottles only. All drufrgistg and Answer, "Not In the 'Trust'
v
natural result. No amount of rubbing, or the application of external med- four
or direct. $1.00 a bottle.
of these ailments la almost Instantly
years. Mr. Lyons evidently thinks
...
Bent friu tn o.,..
icines ean have any direct and curative effect on the blood ; the most to be
by Chamberlain's Salve. Many
The rooster does tho crowing be allayed,
expected from such treatment is. temporary relief from the pains and aches. his friend is a pretty good bank, and writesMalt
severe cases have been cured by
Wfclafcay Co., BocbMtw, W.T. cause the hen
it.
There is but one way to cure Rheumatism, and that is to cleanse the blood would, perhaps, if it was heeded, send Duffy
the egg. .
lays
For
sale by ell dealers.
of the uric acid impurity. S. S. S. is the proper treatment, because it goes the .Chicago friend another hundred
down and attacks the disease at its head, and by filtering out every particle dollars.
of the uratic matter and strengthening and enriching the blood, cures
Rheumatism in every form. S. S. S. changes the sour,
blood
"Hands up!" hissed the . burglar
d
to a rich, healthy stream, which quiets the
nerves, muscles and
Joints, cools the feverish flesh, gently removes the cause and drives Rheu- bold in the cheap hotel. "I've got you
matism from the system. S. S. S. reaches inherited cases as well as those covered."
which have been acquired, and good results are always experienced from
"Thank
gasped the
for backache, rheumatism, kidney or bladder trouble, en4
its nse. Special book 00 Rheumatism containing many valuable sugges- shivering goodness,"
guesf. 'That's is more than
urinary irregularities, r
tions for rheumatic ..sufferers and any medial advice free to all who write.
Pills purify the blood, restore lost vitality sr vigor. Refuse
this four-foo- t
Foley's
blanket will do." ChiKidney
substitutes.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, OA. cago News.
.
tUO COMPANY.
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the territorial

engineer. Nobody
down on the stream will be
ptiz lower
damaged sufficiently to lay the basis
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WEDNESDAY,

for injunctive relief ; provided the
rights of the old water users are respected. This will have to be dona
and it can be done without tha slight
est difficulty. As far as anyone else
who is interested in a project lower!
down on the stream is concerned, be
will
unable to- - prevent 'the con
struction of the Sanguijuela works or
the use of the waters that flow through
them until that person has been placed lit- s position whete he can be dam
aged. - Tha likelihood of any ad
verse outcome is so ridiculously small
that the grant board and Mr. Camfleld
seem willing to chance it
The inhabitants' of botht towns kre behind
the board almost to a man ' In the
stand it has taken and will stay behind it until the end.
What the outcome of the water
question will be Is dot at all doubtful
in our mind. Colorado and New Mexico lawyers are a unit in stating that
the rights of the board of trustees
are paramount to the rights of any ana
else, and it is rumored that the attorney general of the territory has, after
a thorough and careful examination
of the question, come to the same conclusion., In short, reservoir prospects
are almost realities.
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St. Louis Wool Market.
St. Louis, Dec 8. Wool, unchanged. Territory and western mediums,
2429; fine medium, 2125; fine, 12

O
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It is a

Your money will go farther and your
presents will please better if your holiday shopping is done at

n
fact that
20.
tuberculosis is so insidious in Ita
'
'.t
realseldom
victims
Metal Mark.l-- '
wordings that its
tJ. M. PADGETT.,..
...EDITOR
io thfeiUdanger until after th dlseaa ncw York. Pec.v8.-7-Lea- d.
steady.
nas isKen a strong noiu. muijiieui., C3T 2
02, ;. copper, quiet, stand
'
cases are frequently discovered in ap- ard,1 nz.75
13.00;" Jan. $12.9013.25.
open for
Our goods,
parently insignificant colds.
axu.
will
seColds, if neglected, often lead to
. , Entered at
inspection
the Postotflce at East
a
break
To
up
rious
consequences.
Chicago" Sheep Market.
Lag Vegas, N. M as
'
cold quickly there is nothing so effect2500. Market 20 to 30 cents
Sheep
matter.
ounive as the simple mixture of two
$3.2505.50; western,
of higher. Native,
ces of Glycerine and a
r
$5.505.60; yearlings, $67.40; labms
RATES, OP SUBSCRIPTION.
,
with
Oil
of
pura
Pipe compound
Virgin
$5.508.30; western, $5.508.25.
Opening Evenings After Dec. 1st.
ft
ounces of pure Whisky. You
,
eight
Dally.
.t
can buy these in any good drug store, I
Kansas City Hog Market.
Per Year by Carrier.... ...... ..$7.00
and easily mix them togetner in m
Market steady. Bulk
Hog10,000
Per Month by Carrier
.63
of sales; ' $8.108.35; heavy. $8.25
large bottle. Shake well and take
tn his em-.If a man .la aa -faithful
""
ers and feeders, $3.205.20; bulls, $3
Per Week by Carrier.
V
20
teasnoonful every four vbdurs. It 8.40; packers and butchers, $8.10
ha
as
things
tha.mnlover
western
4.25:
ninr
calves,
$3.758;
'
soothes and heala the irritation In the 8.40; HghtT7.758.25; pigs, $6.75
is
wife
his
jealous
western
$2.75
mighty
should
Weekly
cows,
be,
steers, $3.756;
f
throat and' bronchial organs, relieves 7.25. .
.
One year
$2.00
4.50.
of hef husband s business interests
r
will cure any1 cough,
and
hoarseness,
61x Months
'
LQO
t
Karisas City Sheep Market.
that la curable.
Alon In Saw Mill at Nfoht '
Because of its purity this mixture is
Market ten cents
Sheep 8,000.
of dampness, drafts, storms
unmindful
ON
MEXICO
RELIES
SOME GOOD NEWS
far preferable to ordinary patent higher. Muttons, $4.50sj6; lambs, $8
or cold, W. J. Atkins worked as night
8; fed western weathers and year
cough medicines, being free from
watchman, at Banner Springs, Tenn.
The board of trustees of the Las Ve-- l
a severe cold
chloroform or 8ny. other harmful or ling. $4.757; fed western ewes, $4.25
Such exposure gave-hi(Continued from Page 1)
?
fas grant is certainly to bav highly
5.35.
drug. The genuine Virthat settled on his lungs. At last he
, commended for the action It took yes-da- y
the reports of the mistreatment of had to give up work. Ha tried many
gin Oil of Pine compound pure la a
In deciding to Indemnify D. A.
remedies but all failed till he used
French citizens In Nicaragua.
combination of the active principles
Chicago Hog Market
Camfleld in a certain amount In order
Dr. King's New Discovery. "After
in
,
and
santal
3,000.
Market
of
album,
Hogs
prepared
steady. LlghL.
pine
' .to
induce him to' begin work imme- GREEN CAsTaGAW
using one bottle," he writes, "I went
the laboratories pf the Leach Chemi- $7.908.50; ixed, $7.85835; heavy,
Revolution In Honduras
to wqrk as well as ever." Severe
diately on the Sanguijuela diversion
cal Co., of Cincinnati, O., who recom- $8058.55; rough, $8.0558.25; good
Port Cortez, Honduras, Dec 8. back
stubborn
coughs, inflamed
colds,
dam and Inlets. That is the policy
of
case
for
it
choice
throat
to
mend
any
heavy, $6.258.55; pigs, Martial law was proclaimed in Hon
highly
IN DISTRICT COURT
sore lungs, hemorrhages,
and
throats
Tha Optic has been preaching for
of
or bronchial trouble.
bulk
sales, $8.308.50. duras yesterday. Tha proclamation
$6.557.80;
croup and whooping cough get quick
y, some time. It la the policy that tha
of martial law will probably result in relief and prompt cure from this gloriMarket.
Livestock
be
of
favor
cancelled)
in
ot.
Chicago
are
in
fendants
the
the
town
case,
in
been
filed
has
the
Complaint
General Bonilla taking advantage of ous medicine. 50c and $1.00.. Trial
people
And, it is the only policy that could district court by Alfred G. Green vs. and that plaintiff have judgment In the j Chicago, Dec. 8. Cattle, 22,000. the situation in Nicaragua to invade bottle free, guaranteed by all
n
Beeves, $49.25; Honduras with a rebel
nave been successfully adopted at this
of Las Vegas, a municipal sum of $5,000 damages for having, Market steady.
army and, re
stage. In adopting It the grant board corporation, the City of East Las been deprived of said land through Texas steers, $3.804.90; western gain the presidency from which he
has .done everything in its power to Vegas, a municipal corporation, and the acts of said Board of Trustees steers, $4.257.50; stockers and feed- was
All Aboard for Harvey's!
deposed In 1907, by President Dainsure tha future of this community all residents upon the Las Vegas in leasing said land. Plaintiff claims ers, $3.15 5.30; cows and heifers, vila, who was aided
Zegoes out Saturday mornPresident
Carriage
by
and it now remains to ba seen whet- Grant, consisting of the community of to have moved on said land with $2.155.70; calves, $79.50.
ing, returns following Friday. Leave
laya of Nicaragua.
her Jr not Mr. Camfleld will, accept the the Las Vegas Grant; Browne & his family on the 10th day of Novemorders at Murpney's or H. O. Brown
Chicago Produce Market.
Manzanares company, a corporation, ber, 1866 and to have been in open
proposition.
The
reads
Optic.
Everybody
Trading Co's.
our mind therfe Is not the slight-v- . Jefferson iRaynolds, Joshua S.
Chicago, Dec 8. Wheat, May,
possession of same almost continuous62
98
time.
corn,
$1.08:
May,
since
will
that
be
work
that
July.
but
a
dnDt
Fred Harvey,
begun
corporation, ly
Oats, May, 43
within the next ten days on the pro- the
July, 61
Board of Trustees of
May,
ject that will make Las Vegas the the Town of Las Vegas, now com- ACCUSED INSURANCE
July 41; Pork, Jan. $21.42
PRESIDENT INDICTED; $20.70; Lard, Jan. $12.40; May, $11.57
metropolis of the southwest. Legal posed of Jefferson Raynolds, Fred
on the rights H. Pierce, Eugenio Romero, Jose F.
May, 10.80
Ribs, Jan. $11.37
opinion is so
New York, Dec. 8. George P. Shelof the grant board in connection with Esquibel and Elisha V. Long and said
of the New York Metals, Stocks & Moneys
the" adverse filing on the waters of first named parties as- individuals.
don, the deposed president
Coastings
New York, Dec. 8. Call money.
a! the Galllnas river that it la all but a The plaintiff, Alfred G. Green, Phoenix Insurance company of Brook,
as! foregone conclusion that there is ab-- ? prays that by decree of the court that lyn, who Is critically ill at his home '4
prime mercantile paper, 5H
Mexican dollars, 43; Amalga
It solutely no, legal merit In the claims certain land "situated In San Miguel at Greenwich, Conn., was indicted by 5
New
This Insures Prompt Delivery.
tioiof any person who is contesting the county,' Territory of New
Mexico, the grand Jury today for grand lar- mated, 67; Atchison, 121
thfcrlght of the community to use the wa- - within the limits of the Las Vegas ceny in connection with the alleged York Central, 127; Southern Pacific,
Union Pacific, 200
stream ror irrigation
steel,
Grant and being certain property looting of a million or more dollars 129
IwpfzJ'1 tnat
We learn, on good authority, on the;, east side of the old Mora road from the fire Insurance company's trea- 91
preferred, 125
Mr; Camfleld and his associates north of Las Vegas to be an estate In sury. It is learned that the indictKansas City Livestock.
are sansnea as to tne legal questions fee simple to said plaintiff and his ment charges specifically the misapKansas City, Dec. 8. Cattle, 13,000.
inyolved and are willing to begin work heirs and that judgment heretofore propriation of fifteen thousand doland take ' chances on being stopped. rendered in favor ot Browne & Man- lars in one particular instance.
Market is
including 400 southern.(
As a matter of fact, there is no way zanares company agalns'this
516-51- 8
steady to strong. Native steers, $4.75
Douglas Avenue.
said land to be set aside
of stopping the construction work or
We don't believe much In good
8.50; southern steers, $3.605.75;
even the use of water from tha stream andjideclared void.. That 4 .certain luck, but we believe there Is such, a southern cows, S2.754.25;
native
cows and heifers, $2.606.50; stockwhen once the permit has been Issued lease to Fred Har.Vey, oneVof the de- - thing afc bad luck.
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Shop Early
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Scarfs for the Head and Shoulders

1

ft

--

'

Fownes

A most practical gift A beautiful scarf. Wa
have them in both foreign and domestic makes;
printed or woven in beautiful colorings or spangled, with gold beads on blue, pink, black and
white grounds black with Jet., The prices are
$1.00, $1.50, 2.00, $2.25,
$6.00.

V--

Sent up from New York, a beautiful cape
for men in tan, walking, welt seams, spear
a perfect fittiug glove, none are better
Fownes, an English glove at
A Llama wool lined glove, dressed kid,
nicest softest warmest glove, not clumsy,
dressy, at, pair

$2.50, $2.75, $3.00, $5.00,

'

nor

40 Turkeys Given Away!

)

'As has been our custom for the last ten years; we are going to give
away 40 nice fat Young Turkeys. Don't you want one? Easy to get
ViTif' all vmf tiave to do is to huv nflc wnrtli nf nnvtliiTir in tni ctnro

Silk Remnts
At Special Prices

Phoenix Knitted Mufflers
An Acceptable Gilt

;

lot of Silk Remnants of from 2 to 4 yards.
desirable
In some Instances there are some very
for waists. So many nice lltle
things
patterns
for- - Christmas can be made out of thse sllka, now
priced so low.. From 98 cents for 2 yards, to $4.00
for 4 yards. .
A

hi

Ribbons
All kinds from the 3c yara, to the more elabor- '
"
ate, $1.50 yard.
;. '
All widths, all shades, beautiful Dresden and
flowered patterns, In sash widths or wider, suitable
for slipper and opera bags, children's sashes, etc.

A Tvirkoy Ticket

with every
50c Cash Puibliase

.

GET THEM

WHIliE THEY LAST

75o

At

ALL

but
$2.50

to

$3.00

Holiday Neckwear

50c

SIZES.

--

and
gift. These comfortable
mufflers
are ample protection to the throat
dressy
and chest Made of finest mercerised yarns and
washable. It is Instantly adjusted or removed with
a snap button on the throat. Made In all tne popular shades and colors. We carry them in white,
gray, flesh, cardinal, navy, brown, tan, light blue,
wine, hello put up in a nica fancy bax
Same
and $1.25,
price as in New York
--

....j....B0e

We Have Them For Either Men

tk

We got from "Emery," another shipment ot
those nice, soft, neat negligee shirts, in French
Flannels andfancy silk mixtures, neat grays, white
or medium dark shades at values $2.50 to $3.50.
but Just because they were a closing out lot, we
can sell them at
$2.00 and $2.50

An acceptable

,

Giri8 Overcoats

Sen's Fine Negligee Shirts

1

tan

GLOVES

MeHU Grade

,

than
$1.75

Elite, silk lined glove, Mocha, tan or gray, nice
and warm, easy to put on or take oft
$1.78
Gauntlets for Women, Girls, Boys or Men, a large

worth $5.00, $6.00 and $7.50, in Cashmeir, Flannel,
Serge, Worsted and Fancy Mixtures, 5, 6 and 7
'
$3.85
years, special

thaaentiues you tq a coupon tne number on that coupon will get you
a Turkey providing you are luckey. The more you buy the more
tickets you get. Besides buying at Bacharach's should be a
"pleasure, when everything you buy is guaranteed to be as represented;
whereVyou can buy as!cheaply as anywhere else, in some cases cheaper,
when you are attended to promptly and intilligently, where you find
anything' you want for EVERYBODY.

glove
back

or Women.

Lor$$U

Men

Fancy! Hosiery

Lord & Taylor advertise in all thV' bast magazines, to sell the best Hobo possible for 50c. Their
"ONYX" brand, all colors and combination of colors. If you sent to Lord & Taylor at New York,,
you have to pay express, 35 or 50- c&jts,, We are
going to sell their "ONYX" Hose at B0 cents and
save you the express. A large assortment of pattern also solid colors.
We
carry their Cres-ebrand at 35 cents. All grades, all kinds, six
for $1.50, also black.
.
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TOY LAND IS RJK&DY

I

-.-

1

tJOlt

SANTA CLAUS has hi3 headquarters on
floor where we have more
room to display the inmense stock of toys we have on handWe invite
you, bring the chidren.
nd
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LAS VEGAS DAILY OPTIC

Trustworthy
methods daring the
many years of our
dealings have proven
the wisdom of trading with us. While
working .for a busi- i ness we iaye been
working 'for, a repn-- "
tation; we have gain- ed it and it will be
upheld. Every deal
with us is a satisfac- deal we gua. lory
rantee that.- --

a

Only 1 4 Shopping Days
For the Boys.and
HOLIDAYS for several months and are
now displaying the finest lines of use
Sleds. .Skates. .'.Toy Wheel Barrows
ful presents for Men, Women and Chil- Tool Chests
Toy Coaster Wagons
dren ever before 'displayed under one Hdbby Horses
.'.Velocipedes
roof In Las .Vegas
Tricycles
Galloping Horses

.

T "

,

INTERS

DRUG

Girls

t. V

4!!

.1

Rockers. .Shooting .Galleries
Rockers and Chairs
Toy Sets of Asbestos
Aluminum Toy Cups. ....Doll Houses
Sad Irons
Magic Lanterns...
; Moving Picture Lanterns
Also Extra Films for Above
Savings Banks. Toy Trunks. Paint Sets
Toy Wagons. ...Toy Fireman's Outfit
Toy Furniture.. Toy Policeman Outfits
Toy Brass Beds
Toy Pianos
Christmas Tree Candles
Tree Candle Holders
".v AAnd
Toy Books
Raft .
Toy Laundry Sets
of
Toy Drums
Other
Blackboards and Desks
Toys
Toy Collapsible
New
Toy English Perambulator
and
Automobiles and Hand- i 8trictlyCars
Ladder
Hook
and
Toy
Wagons
Circus
Toy Humpty-Dumpt- y

U

.

BrG

TOYS

ARRAY--

AT DENVER PRICES

.

$22.00 for the Ediso

ograph, play
Records.

CO..

2

'Fireside" Phonminute and 4 minute
.

,

$27.10 for above Phonograph

Standard and

Telephone Main 3

6

with
Amberol Records.

6

"THE VICTOR" and "COLUMBIA"
Graphophones ' and Records ara also
carried by us '
$2.50 down and $1.00 a week soon pays

BRIDGE STREET
TELEPHONE AND WE DELIVER

out

PERSONALS

W. U Burton was a passenger in We Meet All Prices on TOYS, FUR
NITURE and RUGS quoted by Denver
1rom th$ south this afternoon.
E. E. Veeder left on an afternoon Firms, Freight Added, Therefore
train for Wagon Mound, on legal busWHY NOT BUY AT HOME?
iness.
R. S. Herbert, local representative

of the Armour Packing company, left
this afternoon for Wagon Mound.
J. Li. Trujillo and bride returned
this afternoon from their bridal trip

Big Store

to El Paso, which extended over two OPPOSITE Y.

:

Our new and beautiful line of Holiday goods,
full of choicest selections for the Christmas
trade, is now ready for tho inspection and
approval of all who know a good thing when
;
they see it.
.

Useful Presents

Ccaulirul Presents

;

Appropriate Presents
We have New Novelties in nice but inexpensive goods. We have
choicer and more costly gifts. But fn ALL grades and ALL prices
we can supply you with THE NICEST and MOST APPROPRIATE
GIFTS FOR LITTLE or BIG, OLD or YOUNG.

Little Prices
EAST LAS VEGAS, N.

The Gift fiMkers
Great Opportunity

;

M. C. A.

0

,:
-.

Shoe-Fl-y

OF

FIVE

8, 1909

Murphey's Drug Store

UNTIL CHRISTMAS

We have been getting ready for the

DECEMBER

WEDNESDAY,

M

4f

weks.

Theodore Chacon departed yesterday for the Taos country on an overland trip in the interests of the firm
of Appal Bros.
M. E. Jandara, after spending 'a da
in the city as the guest of his slater,
Mrs. C. I Rivera, while enroute from
Pueblo to Needles, Calif., departed
last evening for his destination.
Mrs. P. H. McMunnigal who arriv-in the city recently from Anaconda, Mont, is visiting here as the
guest of her son, F. P. McMunnigal,
at No. 711 Eighth street.
Mrs. J. H. Stearns is expected to
arrive in the city this evening from
Kansas City, where she has been vis
iting for several days, past a's the
guest of Mr. Stearns' relatives.
Mrs. Charles Ilfeld will depart the
latter part of the week for New York
City, from which place she will sail
In the near future for an extended
tour of Europe.
Thomas Cooper who visits the
Meadow City quite often in the interests of the Cudahy Packing company, returned this afternoon to his
headquarters in Raton 'after a short
visit to the city. Mr. Cooper donated
d

,

,

bis services to Mr Hlxenbaugh as a
messenger In bringing tn watch and
chain down from Raton which was
won by T. J. Raywood of this city.
Eugenlo Moya returned this afternoon to his home In Ribera, after a
few days spent in Las Vegas attending to matters brought up before the
board of county commissioners.
Don Ramon Gallegos departed this
afternoon in return to his home at
San Jose after having been In the city
for a few days attending a meeting
of the board of county commissioners
of which he 1'3 a member.
Harry W. Kelly departed this, after
noon for, Chicago, where he goes tp
meet his daughter, Miss Helen Kelly,
who is returning to her home In this
city from Mt. Vernon Seminary, Wash
ington, DC. Mias Kelly will spend
the Christmas holidays with her

DO NOT FAIL TO SEE OUR SPECIAL ATTRACTIONS IN

WILL START WORK
(Continued From Page

every

Ni
.

best of bath, nursery and
fine laundry soaps.
But

great many peo- -'
pie dp not know that it
is just as good for the
toilet as for the bath.
It is, though? and for
the same reason : It is
pure soap and nothing
t.

f

else.

Ivory Soap
Pure
994ASo

Per Cent.

.
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TOILET ARTICLES CUT GLASS and CHINA

variety and includes only goods of approved worth and superior- ity. You cannot help being pleased with our well selected, popular and in every way
desirable line.
Our very reasonable prices will delighUyou. Select your. Gifts" from bur
Stock and you will get the best and most appropriate Presents at the fairest figures you
have ever known.
,
Up-to-Da- te

Murphey's Driig Store,
East Las Vegas, N. M. , Douglas Avenue.1
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JEWELRY STORE; OF

AiHlLmwffB; rf
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is conscientiously maintairied at

I

SETS-CHIN-

CUPBOARDS
M00RR1S CHAIRS

TOKO

COUCHES

And you are afforded the opportu-nit- y
of a selection worthy of a City
;
of a hundred thousand.

ROCKERS
RUGS
ETC., ETC.

LFor the Children Dolls'-Cartexcellent
:
Wagons and Rockers, s
Art oicture free with our perfu- - A . colored man died without med
and all toilet articles. Buy ical attendance, and the Coroner went
Christmas toilet articles of to investigate.
"Did Samuel Williams live here?"
Christmas gifts, you can
for
us
.Bbfld the weening woman who
h
get $1.00 for 50c and an art pictu onpned the door.
v
re or song free.
J. C. Jobnsen & Son
''Tassuh," she replied between sobs.
"I want to gee the remains.
answered
"T Is. de remains," she
proudly. Everybody's Magazine.

Stand

mi

Gifts

FULL DINNER

Christmas is Near

Las Vegas Undertaking Co.
East Las Vegas, N. M.

pf he
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Practical

Imas

rinntv Runarlntendeht Mrs. Josie
Lockard of Colfax county, has"! return
ed to Raton from a two days' visit
to the Springer schools. Mrs.' Lockaal
reports fine work there with about
150 scholars. Three teachers are em
IN
AND
BRING THAT PHOTO
ployed at Springer, but they are tad
GET IT FRAMED FOR A
ly in need of a fqurth, which, owing
in
flnarifiai rnndittcms they are un
CHRISTMAS GIFT.
,
able to affdrd-.- ' The teachers atrial
B. C. Bonnny,
Don't let that beautiful picture get place are:!j Principal,
Miss: Mary A. Stepheas,
Intermediate,
so
bare
soiled or your walls look
and Primary. Miss Minnie Ellis. The
when our pictures and picture compulsory school lawhas been help
are so cheap.
framing
ful there in keeping the children in
"
OtoA- - line is very complete, and BPhoril in more
reeular attendance
stvl S new, and workmanshio . is than heretofore.- -

M

.

The

X

V

Our stock is generous in

r

body knows that
Ivory Soap is the

"

FANCY GOODS AND NOVELTIES

1.)

following to say regarding the Las Ve
gas reservoir project:
By securing options on 90,000 acres
near Las Vegas, N. M., D. A. Camfleld
has taken the first 'step in a gigantic
enterprise by which reservoirs and
ditches will provide Irrigation for an
immense tract at a cost of 1 4,000,000.
The option was secured from a board
which controlled a Spanish grant made
to the Mexican government over 200
,
years ago.
"It Is almost certain," said Mr. Cam
field, "that this option will be taken
by January 1 and that the contract
will be let soon afterward.
Since
May 22, last, the Camfleld Develop
ment company has had engineers at
'
work investigating the feasibility of
Mareuerito Romero returned this the big project. There is an abundance
morning from the new claim of the of water and I am satisfied that New
El Porvenir Mining company, wnere Mexico is just starting on a great era
he has been for the past two days. of agricultural prosperity. Work on
The samples of ore are improving the Las Vegas reservoir, adjoining
the miners go farther Into the the city, and ditches by which Irri
minerals-iground - and show-richegation is to be brought to' 30,000
both copper andBllver. The vein on Lacres, will begin at once. This land
which the miners are working npw is also a part of a Spanish grant and
shows great Increase In siie. The was purchased by the Camfleld De
seven men working on this vein dis- velopment company, which will pay
charge eight loads of powder dally for construction of the great irrigation
and each drill Is put from two to system contemplated. By agreement.
three feet into the ground.
water for this tract must not cost
more than ?35 an acre. The Las Ve
gas reservoir will have a capacity ot
HUMANE ACT ON PART
OF SANTA FE RAILWAY 7,000 acre feet and must be complet
ed within two years."
Jo send an Injured employe of the
humblest ranks to his home, 1,200
Monogram paper and engraved cal
miles away, In charge of a 3peciai ling cards make acceptable Christmas
trained attendant, with all bill paid gifts. The Optlo has some elegant
would ordinarily be a thing little look- samples which It would be pleased to
ed for at the hands of a big corpora- show you. Christmas orders should
tion. Yet that is just what the Santa be made now.
Fe railway is doing. July 20, Manuel
Praustro, a Mexican day laborer for
Madame Mace, clairvoyant, astrolo-1s- t
the company employed at Pauline,
and psychometrlst.
during her
Kan., was thrown from a handcar and tay In Las Vegas will be found at
among El Dorado
received dangerous Injuries;
Hotel, room 3. Can be en
other effects of the accident his back gaged for evening entertainments.
was broken. He was taken to the Receives on
Sunday.
company hospital at Topeka and un
der the skilled treatment has recov
The OpMo leads; others tag.
ered from his minor injuries, but is
of
condition
of
the
helpless because
of his back. He wanted to go to his
home in sunny Mexico, where he
Most
could hava the care and companionship of hla loved ones. Th big rail
road company acknowledges Its res
possibility In the matter of providing
him with transportation to his home,
but it has gone farther and has under
taken to deliver him personally. Pra
ARE
ustro Is unable to assume an erect
nnature but is compelled to occupy a
FOUND AT OUR STORE
cot, and an attendant to cara for him
on tha long Journey has been provided
by the company. The Injured man
passed through Las Vegas today on his
way home.

i
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Good 2nd. Hand Open Runabout) $25.
Good 2nd. Hand Open
Buggy. $35.
Jersey Cow, Cash or Easy Payments.
old Horse, good size.
Saddle Ponny.
Durham Cow, just fresh.
at

Jood

'

ar

-

.

LaaVegao
Landing Feed and Grain Store
Phone Main Q 5. Bridge Street

--

j

v

Help Wanted, Etc.

tal to It. Address R. L. Doran,
President, 1274 Washington, Blvd.

To buy small second hand
trunk. Must be cheap. Phono Pur-

WANTED

ple

6242.

i

WANTED To do plain sewing.
'
quire Optic.
'

WANTED Good cook for small
ily. Apply 1021 Fifth street.

In- -

fam-

Chicago,

r

111.

j

acres situated west of the Town of
Agua Zarca, San Miguel County, New
Mexico, described as follows: Commencing at the southwest corner of
the ranch of Charles Leibschner,
thence running south 75 degrees W.
41 chains to three pine trees
along
the road leading from Las Vegas to
San Geronlmo, thence S. 36 degrees
E., 8 chains, thence S. 42 degrees 30
mln. E, 19 chains, thence N. 83 degrees 30 min. E., 10 chains, thence N.
35 degrees E 5 chains, thence N. 88
degrees E, 9 chains, thence N. 80
degrees E., 13 chains, thence N. 61
degrees E 12 chains thence N. 58
degrees E., 3 chains, thence N. 68
degrees E., 15 chains, thence N. 75
degrees 30 min. E. 15 chains, thence
N. 71 degrees 30 mln. E., 5 chains,
thence N. 66 degrees ET, 12 chains,
thence N. 36 degrees E., 8 chains.
thence N. 24 degrees E., 6 chains.
thence N. 23 degrees E., 8 chains,
thence N. 21 degrees 30 min. E., 32
cnains, tnence N., 2 degrees W., 8
chains, thence f 71 degrees W., 8
rhufn. thence N. ?,4 decrees V., 6
chains, thence N. 53 degrees W., 12
chains, thence N. 87 degrees 30 min
W., 32 chains, thence S.t 37 degrees
W. 57 chains to the Northwest corner
of the ranch of Charles Leibschner,
thence E. along the northern bound'
ary of the said Leibschner ranch, a
distance of 18 chains and 6 links to
the Northeast corner of said ranch,
thence south along ttlthe Eastern
boundary of said Leibschner ranch a
distance of 800 yards to the Southeast
corner of said ranch, thence W. along
the Southern boundary of said Leib
schner ranch, a distance of 18 chains
and 6 links to the place of beginning.
Also a tract of land situated about
three miles southwest of the Town
of Las Vegas and south of and adja
cent to the road leading from Las Ve
gas and soutn tnrougn
Kearney s
Gap to San Geronlmo, said tract of
land being situated in San Miguel
county. New Mexico, bounded as fol
lows: On the South by lands of
Stephen Neafus, formerly of Pablo J.
boundary
Jaramlllo, said southern
separ
being marked by a
ating this land from the Neafus land.
on the east by the top of the Creston
running from Kearney s Gap to the
Romeroville Gap, on the north by the
Public Road running from Las Vegas
to San Geronlmo, on the west by the
top of the Creston Just west of the
Lake located on the northwest corner
of said land and running south along
the top of said Creston to the Gap of
v
Ojos Frlos.
W. E. GOKTNKK.
N. M,
Veeder & Veeder. Las Vegas,
'
Attorneys for Plaintiff.
'

Miscellaneous
MACHINE and

hand

reasonably.

712 Fifth

sewing

done

EXCELLENT. Table board,
cooking, 25c per meal. ' 712
street.

home
Fifth

street

-

Call at

12-2- 3

wlre-vfenc-

,

USE

K. P. Browne, of Denver. Is a re
cent arrival at the La Pension ho
tel..

)

W J Manogue Is a recent arrival
ithe city registering at the Central
hotel.
flerman C. Ilfeld returned last night
on the Chicago limited from a busi
ness trip to Albuquerque.
Paul McCormick was a visitor in
the city today from Chaperito, registering at the New Optic hotel.
Richard Rudolph drove In last even
ing from his home at Roclada, ac
companied by Albert A. Jones, of Ro
clada. Both are registered at La Pension hotel
Tracey Garrett, postmaster at El
Porvenlr, accompanied by his wife.
drove down from their mountain home
last evening and registered at the
Castaneda hotel.
Will Jerlck, J. Griggs, H. Acem and
Ben Pustin who are in the city attend
ing to shipments of sheep from the
local stock yards are registered ai
El Dorado hotel.
Leroy Helfrlch returned to the city
last evening from Trinidad, spending
the day In the Me'adow City, adjusting the claims for the Wells Fargo
& company express.
C. E. Rogers and sons, after a day
spent In the city visiting friends and
relatives, departed- yesterday for Los
Angeles, to which- city they are
from Kansas points.
Mrs. N. Weil, accompanied by Clar
ence Bowman, arrived In the city yes
terday afternoon from Ocate, N. M.,
and will visit in the city for a few
days as the guests of Mr. and Mrs.
H. A. Canter.
F. H. Pierce departed last night for
Denver, where he goes to confer with
D. A. Camfield and his representatives, relative to the commencing of
work immediately on the Camfield irrigation project.
Charles Glasgow and wife arrived
in the city last evening from their
home at French, N. M. Mr. and Mrs.
Glasgow will visit in . the city for a
few days as the guests of Mr. and
Mrs. A. H. West, parents of Mrs.
'
Glasgow.
y
Contractor W. A. Cole returned
afternoon from French, where
he has been for the past several days
looking after the interests of the large
Irrigation ditch which he is constructing near that town. He left again for
that point this afternoon.
D. J. Chesnutwood, traveling representative for the Romanka Trunk
in
Is
nnmnanr. of Milwaukee.
the city calling on the trade and incidentally paying a visit to Mr. and
Mrs. R. W. Hoyt, Mrs. Hoyt being a
sister of Mr. Chestnutwood.
Recent arrivals at the Castenada
hotel are: E. E. Ford, W. H. Rhodes,
St Louis: W. H. Flsk, Chicago; E. G.
Abraham, Clem Russell, Joe Gray, A.
W. Pullen, Denver; T. S. Cooper, C.
L. Farrl3, Wichita; Charles Wright,
J. S. "Beaven. Albuquerque; Isadore
Sanders, Trinidad; H. A. Cobaugh, St.
Joe; E. Hi Agee, I. .Mitchell and wife
New York City; E. Waldo and ward,
Sierra Madre, Calif.
te

BOSS PATENT FLOUR
'

And You Will Always Have

THE

BOSS' BREAD
Always Good Has No Equal
Handled By All Dealers
Thomas Lester, who for several
years has been a resident of New
Mexico, died at 2 o'clock yesterday
morning at the Miners Hospital, at
Raton, the result of an operation
which was performed the latter part
of last week. Mr. Lester had been
suffering from gangrene In his !eft
leg for some time, and last week was
taken to the hospital, where it "was
decided that It would be neces-sarto amputate the leg above the knee.
Mr. Lester leaves to mourn his los".
several daughters,:, among whom are
Mrs. Frank Jerls of Raton, and Mr
Katie Wlldensteln of Las Vega.

Monday on account of the illness of
Territorial Treasurer M. A. Otero and
the absence of Governor Curry.

Rich Men's Gifts Are Poor
beside this: "I want to go on record
as saying that I regard Electric Bitters as one of the greatest gifts that
God has made to woman," writes Mrs.
O. Rhine vault, of Vestal Center, N. Y.
4r can never
forget what It has done
Tt$, me." This
glorious medicine
gives a woman buoyant spirits, vigor
of body and Jubilant health. It quickly cures nervousness, sleeplessness,
'.nelancholy, headache, backache, fainting and dizzy spells; soon builds up
the weak, ailing and sickly. Try them.
cancelled
of
The annual burning
5tc at all diugglsts.
territorial vouchers which was to
have taken place at Santa Fe yes
A
course could have a worse
terday, has been postponed until next effectcollege
than it does upon a boy's earning capacity by being longer.

A man to do Janitor work.
HANDKERCHIEFS and linens purthe Las Vegas Hospital.
chased at Farnham's, 712 Fifth
TERRIBLE STRAIN
For A Lame Back
street, stamped free.
WANTED Table boarders at 712
6U2.
When you have pains or lameness
Fifth street Phone Purple
In thg back bathe the parts with
. NOTICE OF MORTGAGE SALE
Meals 25 cents. Furnished rooms.
RESULTED NOT AMISS Chamberlain's
Liniment twice a day,
Whereas in a certain action pendmassaging with the palm of the hand
. MEN
LEARN BARBER ( TRADE
ing in the District Court of San Mifor five minutes at each application.
.
Short time
required; graduates guel County, New Mexico, wherein
Then dampen a piece of flannel slight-l- y
Aetna
the
was
Association
BarBuilding
.
earn $12 to (30 week Moler
A Lenoir Lady, After Two Weeks
with this liniment and bind it on
plaintiff, and Jose L. Lopez, Carlota
over the seat of pain, and you may
U. de Lopez and Mary M. Lopez were
Feels
be surprised to see how quickly the
Grinding Labor,
defendants, said cause being No. 5980
lameness disappears. For sale by all
docket
court-paiof
said
upon the
Ever.
Better
Than
dealers.
action being a suit to foreclose a certain mortgage upon the property
FOR SALE A good span of
hereinafter described, the said plainJudge a man by what he laughs at;
mules for sale cheap. 'Inquire of tiff did on the 1st day of May,' A. D.
Judge a woman byi wtiat she cries
at
not
am
tired
N.
all,
Lenoir,
C."I
.
1905, recover "Judgment against the
Ceo. Hile, 1012 Fourth street.
over.
and am stouter than I have ever been,
said defendants tor the, jstfift of Seven
Dollars
writes Mrs. Kate Waters, of Lenoir, N. C,
FOR SALE Household furnishings Thousand
Looking One'a Best
(I7075.O0), together wi,th an attor-uejt- q
'although I have just finished a two
r sale at a bargain if taken,
o
It's a woman's delight to look her
BAKE-DADollars
Hundred
t
flirt
to
I
street.
weeks' wash.
uca. Apply 1025 Fourth
lay my strength
but pimples, skin eruptions, sores
Lift, v interest on. said
($300.00),
Dp you look forward to Bake-DaCardui, the woman's tonic. I have taken and .boils rob life of joy. Listen! Buck-len- 's
amounts trm gsia i8t - day of May, each week with a certain keen interArnica Halve cures them; mat3
a lot of it and I can never praise it
' r- ,
jren a.
-d
1905 vrm
est and pleasant anticipation? Under
and har- team, wag-oitfwas lnlnd by said the right conditions It should be one
enough for what it has done for me. I the skdn soft and velvety. It glorifies
Wheas,
'
rfors.irtKtS?WeW-.Hun-fcan never thank you enough for the ad- the face. Cures pimples, sore eyes,
JuiiCTiJt flnd decraflp, provided that of the real pleasures of housekeeping.
cold sores, cracked lips, chapped
aerenaants
ziker, 1214 Rosanwald avenue.
New, clever recipes and, a certainty
jo tiievens tne
vice you gave me, to take Cardui, for hands.
Try it. Infallible for plies.
should not pay off and discharge the pf success in everything you bake are
am
since taking it I look so well and
25c at all drugists.
within
fascination.
said
make
what
the
ninety
days
never
judgment
U
SALE-Awool
FOR
porUeres,
stout as a mule.".
from the date thereof, together with
'The Cook's Book" will give you
used; blankets and v comfortables. all interests and
You are urged to take Cardui, that genor
costs
a
tnat
collection
by
the
suit,
recipes,
No man has ever been able to consplendid
v
i
712 Fifth street. ,
then the undersigned, as Special Mas Mrs. Janet McKenzie Hill, the noted E. D. RAYNOLD8 NEW
tle, vegetable tonic, for weak women. Its vince his mother-in-lathat he knows
ter should proceed to sell the mort authority.
AUTOMOBILE ON WAY use will strengthen and build up your sys- it all."
K C Baking Powder will give you
FOR SALE Stamping done and art gaged premises hereinafter described
backrelieve or prevent headache,
E. D. Raynolds, cashier of the First tem,
needlework materials. 712 ., Fttth for the purpose of making the amount the certainty. Absplutely no failures.
and the ailments of weak women.
ache
Most housekeepers are vslng K C
or
announced
that
and
of
said
and
."
Interest
at
National
the
best
bank, today
Guaranteed
Judgment,
any price,
street'':' '.,-- - .' j
will
It
Chalmers-Detroit
surely help you, as it has helped Baking Powder these days. A single
costs of suit and sale, and
money refunded.
his handsome new
'
50 years. trial shows It to be a great improvein
"Get a 25 cent can of K C Baking
Whereas, the said Aetna Building
car, which he ordered recent- thousands of others, the past
e
ment over the
Association did on the 1st day of July, Powder at once from your grocer. touring
ChattaBaking Powto:
Ladies'
Dept.,
Write
N.
K
Advisory
road
between
on
now
was
the
A. D. 1905, sell and assign the said Send In the certificate you will find to ly,
Medicine Co., Chattanooga. Tenn.. for Special ders and a fine economy in any
nooga
tne Instructions, arid
Treatment
book.
household. K C costs less, works
to John D. W. veeder and Jaques Mfg. Co., Chicago, with this here and Denver. He expects
new car lor Women, sent in plain wrapper, on request
piano. Judgment
FOR RENT Upright Steinway
better.
Elmer E. Veeder, and
Book" will car to arrive this week. The
Cook's
"The
'
and
article,
508 Main avenue.
Whereas, the said Judgment has not be mailed you free. A combination will be one of the finest cars owned
yet been paid In the full, but there hard to beat! "The Cook's Book" in the territory, being a Model "40",
ed
front bedroom remains due thereon up to the date and K C Bakipg Powder. You'll be equipped with the latest appliances
FOR
and capable of great speed.
ti Ejst floor, electric light, ' bath. of sale the sum t'r' Six Thousand Six more than pleased
Dollars and
lo8 Jiin avenue.
Hundred Twenty-r'shMr. Raynolds purchased the car
'
Sixteen Cents ($6628.16), exclusive of
i
c
)v
It's easier for a woman to talk through the McDuffee automobile
costs
of
sale.
FOR Uiq j'T Three sunny rooms, suit
to listen. agency In Denver, of which J. H.
Now therefore notice is hereby giv than to find a man willing
PR
able f - 'Sht notiwsaeping.
1
ppiy en that the
wel known in Las Vegas, Is
.as
undersigned
Special
Wore
each
23
or
lbs
ih stre
make
McDuffee
will
Mr.
2,000
Than
More
III
Is
manager.
delivery 20c per hundred
Health
on
Expensive
Master, will
Thursday, January
S
30c
the trip down from Denver to show off
1,000, to 2,000 lbs.
Any Cure
20th, A. D. 1910, at 10 o'clock a. m
. Forwent
This country is now filled with peo the good points of Mr. Raynolds' new
200 to 1,000 lbs. "
40c
Nicely fuMished house- of said day, at the east door of the
in tha County of San ple who migrate across the continent machine.
lbs.'
"
50
keeping rooms. Electric) Hgbt. bath, Court House
200
50c
to
Mexico, expose for s?!e in all directions seeking that which
In addition to the Chalmers-Detroietc. Excellent location. 918 Eighth Miguel, New
.
50
Less
lbs.
75c
to the highest bidder for gold cannot buy.
than
s
and
sell
of
them
Veto
Las
Mr. McDuffee has shipped
(
atreet
cash, the said mortgaged, premises, are suffering from throat and lung gas a Hudson "20", a runabout cost& Webb
which premises are described as fol trouble or chronic catarrh resulting
i
ing $900, which he will exhibit here
FOR RENT Two cozy housekeeping lows:
and
Main
227
Phone
from
colds,
spending
neglected
a
to
view
orders
for
this
with
placing
room's. Inquire 414 Saventi: street
All that parcel of land, with the fortunes
vainly trying to regain lost
improvements thereon, known as the health. Could every sufferer but un lesser priced car.
situated' do the past and cure that first negLopez homestead.
FOR RENT Nicely furnishell room, Lorenzo
"
Las Vegas, San Mi- lected cold,
all this sorrow, pain,
all modern conveniences. 8'is Main in the Town of
on the
guel County, New Mexico,
could have been
and
expense
anxiety
istreet
south side of Moreno street, bound
1
Chamberlain's
avoided.
Cough Remon the north by Moreno street on the
&
cures of colds,
its
famous
for
is
618
Nc
edy
room,
Store
RENT
FOR
south hy property of Enrique H. Sal and can
be
upon.
depended
always
lunker.
&
azar, formerly of Dlonlclo Gonzales Use it and the more serious diseases
Sixth street Inquire W, B.
1
on the west by property of H. C. Mon
For
sale
all
avoided.
be
by
may
Q
furnished Rimer and on the 'east by property of
RENT Five-rooFOR
m
Romero.
Secunaino
house. Furnished rooms with bath,
aiso- iirty varas or land lying on
' OAPITAl PAID iH
618
Call
SURPLUS
Too many men. are given credit for
1.5r o'er week and up.
the west side of the Gallinas river, in
'
Grand. Phone Main 428.
the County of San Miguel, New Mex being as good as their talk.
-ico, and south of the Town of Las
1r
FOR r, RENT Nice front room, or Vegas, hounded on the north by prop
Stung For 15 Years
or Felix Martinez, on the south
D. T. HOSKIN3, Cashier.
J. M CUNNINGHAM, President.
double room. Either light housekeep-').- ' erty
pangs trying many
by
Indigestion's
by Eplmenia Lopez de Delgado, on doctors and $200.00
FRANK.
Vice
of
medicine
F. B. JANUARY, Asst. Cashier
worth
President
SPRINGER,
board.
&
or
room
Inquire
with
Ing
the west by the road leading to Rc-- In
I
vain, B. F. Ayacue, of Ingleslde, N.
across from court house.
merovllle,.and on the east by the Gal
&
C, at last used Dr. King's New Life
Unas river.
cured
and
writes
Pills,
wholly
uiey
4
Also the Northwest
of the
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms.
cure constipation, bilious
the North
tit
of the him. They
"rtth or without board. Mrs. C. P. Northeast
ness, sick headache, stomach, liver,
Northwest
the
and
4
Southwest
'Jammond, V14 Main. Phone Purple of
all
25c
at
troubles.
bowel
and
the Northwest
of Section 12. kidney
o
'
DON'T THROW AWAY
Township 6 North of Range 21 East druggists.
tit
Mexico
New
of
in
New
Meridian,
FOR RENT Finely furnished room,
your good dollars. If you do they won't come baok to
Good manners do more for a man
Mexico - Territory,
160
containing
GenClose
in
furnace
heat
tatn,
they're timid, and can't face the musio if they've
v
acres. Said land being located In than good looks.
tleman bnly. Inquire Optic.
'
I
been misused, by being mispent.
.
Guadalupe county, New Mexico.
Also a tract of land enclosed' with For That Dull
After
Feeling
Eating
BANK YOUR DOLLARS AT THIS SAVINGS BANK
In a wire fence, situated at Los OJos
I have used Chamberlain's Stom
Frlos m the County of San Miguel
some time,
and keep adding to the account till it's worth something. Then
New Mexico, said land being known ach and Liver Tablets for
RESIDENT MANAGER k WANTED
tit
wnen cnance oners, you'll have the needed cash to closei some
as the ,ranch of Juan Lucero, and also and can testify that they have done
To represent an article that is more as the Herrera ranch, which tract of me more good than any tablets I have
deal
that's
presented.
of a necessity than a cash register land measures 3000 yards from north ever used. My trouble was a heavy
or computing scale in the etore or a to south at both ends, and 800 yards dull feeling after eating. David Freefrom east to west at both ends, and man, Kempt, Nova Scotia. These tab
stove in the bonis. A 'most
tit
and imable and satisfactory business that is hounded as follows, on the north lets strengthen the stomach also
tit
the
reg
digestion.'"
They
prove
moustaln
the
Del
the
of
Amole,
top
tit
Is always active,, always .making
.They
OFFICE WITH .
on the south the foot of the hill, on ulate the liver and bowels.
money for those whf control its the east the lands of Ramon TJlIbarri,
are far superior to pills but cost no
tit
sale In their vfclnlty. Exclusive and on the west the lands of Petra more. Get a free sample at all dea
tit
lers and sea what a splendid medicine
territory assigned to the man who Archlbeque.
tit O 1
tit tit tit tit tit tit tit tit tit
tit
can devote his time and ?ome capl- Also a tract of land containing 539 It Is.
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Governor Curry has appointed Ed'
ward F. Corey, 56 Wall Street New
York, commissioner of deeds for New
Mexico in the state of New 'York.

A

FROM A FAMOUS
MESSAGE
BEAUTY SPECIALIST TO WO.
MEN LACKING' IN ENERGY
AND VITALITY

BRAND

(Hickory Smoked)

DIRECTORY

The Paris Fashion Speclaly comThousands of women vainly atpany, B. Segel, proprietor, AlbuquerCHAPMAN LODGE NO J, A, P.
closed Its doors yesterday, with tempt to improve their complexions
que
ft a.
PHYSICIANS
and to remove blackheads, crows feet
liabilities of $8,000 and assets of
uegmar com
and other blemishes, through the use
DR.
A. J. BUTTERFIELD.
mnntcatlon first and
of cosmetics. This treatment falls be
'
third Thursdays in
Governor Curry has appointed cause the trouble lies far daeper than
GRADUATE VETERINARIAN
Charles Blanchard, of Fruitland, San the skin. They are suffering from imeach month. Visiting
Office, Chafln's Livery Stable, Phone Juan county, and Martin A. Maloney. pure and impoverished' blood. This
brothers
cordially
Main 1.'
of Lucia, Torrance county notaries condition Is In many cases due1 to a
inmed. Geo. H. Kinkel. W. M., Chas,
BRANDS
or night
Calls
answered
catarrhal condition of the whole syspublic.
day
H. Sporleder, Secretary.
tem which finds its expression in sald
The board of trustees 'of the Spanish-A- low, muddy complexion,
DR. E. L, HAMMOND
UfcS VHAiAa COMMANDERY
NO. 8.
If
Normal School of El eyes, general weakness of the system,
DENTIST
Knights Templar. Regular
In
ln
met
most
Santa
and
Fe
the
weepRlto,
plainly,
yesterday,
perhaps
L. ing of mucous membranes that is com- conclave second Tuesday in Suite 4, Crockett Building.
Has there being present
w
Bradford Prince, Col. Venceslao Jara- monly called catarrh
eacn month at Masonic
phones at office and residence.
mlllo and Hon. Malaqulas Martinez.
In fact this whole tendency is, prop
'
Tempi, 7:30 p. m. John 8. Clark,
C0UPJMY
erly
speaking, catarrh. Banish this
K. C, Charles Tamme, Recorder.
F. R. LORD. DENTI8T
John Beldlng, Sr., aged forty years, catarrh, and the complexion will clear
(Successor to Dr. B. M. Williams.) was round frozen to death near we as if by magic, eyes will brighten,
r
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER NO. 8, ROT
Minesoa Draw not far from . Nara
al Arch Masons. Regular Office Pioneer Building, ovet Grand Visa, Quay county, by Earl Huffum faces become rosy and shoulders erect.
Perfect beauty goes only with perfect
convocation tint Monday in
Leader. Rooms 3 and 4. Phone of Nara VUa. Belding had been drink- health, and perfect 'health for women
each month at Masonic
Main 57.
ing freely and left Nara Visa during can only be obtained through one cera snow storm. He was 44 years of tain treatment that which will cure
Temple, 7:30 n. m. M. R.
age and was a native of Iowa.
Williams, H. P, Chat. H.
catarrh.
ATTORNEYS
Mme. Swift, New York, the famous
poneder, Secretary.
During November 11,016 acres were beauty specialist known throughout
GEORGE H. HUNKER
office
land
filed upon in the federal
the world and an accepted
EL DORADO LODGE NO. 1
at Las Cruces. There were 32 home on all elating thereto, states authority
Attorney at Law
that the
KnighU of Pythlai Office: Veeder Block Las Vegas New stead entries covering 4,250 acres; one positive and permanent relief for
3,123
18
desert land entries covering
meet every Monday
catarrh is Rexall Mucu-TonHere is
Mexico.
evening In 'Castle
acres; seven scrip locations five her letter:
;
Hall, Vtolttn KnighU
small holding claims, eleven final
"I can stropgly endorse the claims
are oordlally Invited.
The way to tell whether a girl likes proofs, nine commutations and five
as a cure
made for Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
I. P. HAVENS,
you or not Is not to believe which mineral entries.
for
tonic
catarrh.
IU
effects
Chancellor Command- ever she makes
systemic
it seem to be.
er.
are remarkable. It builds up the
Men's, Boys' and Children's Clothing a Specialty.
C. M. BERNHARD,
Register of the Clayton land office, strength and restores vitality. If woTry This For Dessert.
E. W. Fox, has gone to Washington men who are tired and run down, lackKeeper of Record and
Mail Orders Promptly Filled.
Seal.
Dissolve one package of any flavor to look after his reapolntment to ing in energy and vitality, will use
.
of
ed JELL-In one pint of boiling the ofllce. He has the endorsement
will praise as
Rexall Mucu-Tonthey
BALDY LODGE NO. 77, FRATERNAL water.
When partly congealed, beat the Republican organization of the I do, its strengthening and heallne
'
I
UNION OP AMERICA
Meets firt until light, adding one cup whipped territory and of Union county. Re- qualities."
Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
works through
and third Wednesday of each month cream, and six crushed maccaroons, ceiver George W. Detamore, is not so
fortunate, the organization navlng en- the blood, acting thus upon the mu
at Fraternal Brotherhood ball. W. Whip all
and
together thoroughly
dorsed Manuel Martinez for that po cous cells the congestion and inflam
A. Glvens, F. M.; Bertha C. Thorn-bil- l,
When sition.
pour it Into a mold or bowl.
matlon of which causes local catarrh
Secretary. Visiting members cool, it will Jellify and may be served
v
(incorporated)
This remedy causes poison to be ex
i I 1 Of
with whipped cream or' any good pud
sordlallj Invited.
Governor Curry has appointed a pelled from the system, and the blood
?Elbterritorial tax commission to inves Is purified and revitalized. Thus the
sauce.
,
REBEKAH LODGE. I. O. O. F. ding
WHOLESALE
costs 10c per package, tigate assessments and tax matters natural functions of the mucous cells
The JELL-meets second and fourth Thursday
mud Dealer In
and can be obtained at any good gro as follows: J. S. Lea of Roswell, H. are restored, and the membranes are
'
evenings of each month at the I. O.
Henlng of Albuq.uero.ue and An cleansed and made strong. We know
8.
wer
O. F. hall. Miss Bertha Becker, N,
WOOL, HIDES
tonio Gonzales of Rio Arriba tiounfy. that Rexall Mucu-Ton- e
does relieve ca
and tarrh. tVe positively guarantee to re
W. , Clancy
G.; Mrs. Delia Peppard, V. G.; Mrs.
Attorney Frank
a Travellne
"
A woman seldom appreciates
Auditor Charles V. Saf- -' fund the money paid us for this rem
. F. Dailey, Secretary;
Adelene
husband until she becomes a widow. ford are to be
Hotnem at
members of edy in every case where the user, is
Smith, Secretary.
the commission. The commission will dissatisfied. It s a builder of vigor
Lmm
m
Vega; M.M., Albuquerque, Mm M., Tuoumoarl,
When Your Joints are Stiff
meet with Governor, Curry on Decem- ous health and a creator of eood com
B. P. O. E. MEETS SECOND AND
Mm
Mm,
and your muscles sore from cold or ber 15.
Peoo,1m 11,, Losut, Ml M., - Trinidad, Oolorado
plexions. Price '50 cents and $1.00 per
each rheumatism,
fourth Tuesday evenings
when you slip and sprain
Mail
bottle.
orders filled. It may be
month at O. R. C. ball.
Visiting a Joint, strain your side or bruise
The Chaves county board of com'
'
brothers are cordially invited. W yourself. Painkiller will take out the mfssionera has accepted the plans of obtained onTv at our store, The Rex''m
all Store. E, . Murphey.
Farm Vaaon
DAl.y
I
D. W. soreness and fix you right.
M. Lewis, exalted ruler;
Always
newv
courthouse
the
a.
hare it with you, and use it freely. Rapp Bros, for
.
rjCondon, secretary.
v
i,r
iBiirwiaoi
Avoid substitutes, there Is but one and jail. It is to be in the Italian
:
She "I saw the prettiest girl
.
. JParatus aDDPftrt- Painkiller, Perry Davis'. Price 25c, renaissance ttyle, 86 by 160 feet .two
Guess' Where I saw her?" He
EASTERN STAR, REGULAR
they we. V
35c and 50c.
stories and basement, brick or stone
"In the mirror."
iMMHS
second and fourth
tie, J
or reinforced concrete with Jail as (gallantly)
Thursday evenings of each month.
It is doubtful if even the baker will an ahnex in the rear, connected with
: PREJUDICE.
All visiting brothers and sisters are get to heaven on floury beds of ease. the main building by a peistyle. The
Curious
to state, prejudice keeps
A.
estimated cost, including plumbing, tis out of more
cordially invited. Mrs. Sarah
..-good things than does
Pneumonia
heating plant and wiring, without lack of opportunity.
Chaff in, worthy matron; Mrs. Ida
to
'In
Dr.
$120,000.
We often pass by an article of merit
furnishings, $116,000
treating pneumonia," says
Seellnger, secretary.
W. J. Smith, of Sanders, Ala., "the
because the price Is low. The same j.ooo lbs., or more, each
lbs,
The November report of the U. S. article at double the price would find c.ooo lbs., to 2,ooo lbs,, each deliver
I. O. O. F., LAS VEGAS LODGE NO. only remedy I use for tha lungs is
100
25c
per
Chamberlain's Cough Remedy. While, land office at Santa Fe
eager to try it. K C Baking Powjust complet- us
200 lbs., to 1,000 lbs., each delivery, 30c per 100 lbs
every Monday evening at of course, I would treat
4, meet
other sympthe price of the
Sev der sells forone-thlrentries:
the
shows
visitfollowing
ed,
All
Btreet
Sixth
on
hall
their
toms with different medicines, I have enty-seve-n
200 lbs., each delivef y, 40c per 100
controlled
Powders
the
50 lbs.,
Baking
by
original homestead appli
ing brethren cordially invited to at used this remedy many times in my cations for 11,751.27 acres; 44 origin "Trust."
lbs. each deliveryAoc per 100 lbs. . :
50
the Best
, Tet K C is
C. W. McAllister, N. Q.; E. medical practice and have yet failed
. tend,
under the Baking Powder guaranteed
homestead
applications
conat
a
find
case
to
has
where
It
not
any
price.
"..
Comstock, V. G.; R. O. Williams, trolled the trouble. I have used It act of February 19th for 10,461.78
!:
Thi ladies of this city who have
secretary; W. E. Crltes, treasurer; myself, as has also my wife for acres;. one final desert proof, for 320 seen what K C Baking Powder will do
O. V. Hedgcock, cemetery trustee.
coughs and colds repeatedly, and I acres; one soldier's additional home prefer it to any other. They are only
Harvesters, Storers and Distributors' of Natural . Ice the
ft I
most willingly and cheerfully re- stead application for' 80 acres; 11 or too glad to save their money and get
ana lasungr qualities of which haw marie T,aa rpuruy
a
difference
the
better
article.
JRATERNAL BROTHERHOOD, NO. commend It as superior to any other iginal desert land entries for 1,919.37 between "Trust" It's and those of famous. Offlrp? 701
prices
to my knowledge." acres; 28 final homestead proofs for
Douglas avenue.
102, meets every Friday night at cough remedy dealers.
fair, honest competition. .
For sale by all
241 acres; 54 commuted homestead
Schmidt
building,
in
the
hall
A 25 ounce lean of K C Baking
their
f
v
v
f
for 8,454.04 acres.
Powder for 25 cents, and your money
west of Fountain Square, at eight
The average man is always paid av- proofs
,
better.
cordon't
like
returned
I
if
'
it
are
you
members
m9lgafjammmmmm-w'a-Jo'clock. Visiting
erage wages.
Assistant Superintendent of Public
presiFred
Phillips,
welcome.
dially
Instruction Acaslo Gallegos, has reIT
ACKNOWLEDGE
dent Jas. Lowe, secretary.
turned to Santa Fe from an inspection
of the public schools In western TorCOUNKNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS,
Las Vegas Has to Bow to the In- rance county. He. found' that on ac
East
and
CIL NO. 804, meetssecond
evitable Scores. of Citizens
count of the compulsory vaccination You Have Heard About the Catarrh
Cure E. G. Murphey Guarantees.
fourth Thursday, O. R. C.' hall, PioW HMI UCAl E
Prove It
law, the attendance of the schools
neer building. Visiting members
was very light and that some parents
Hyomei Is a wonderful antiseptic,
are cordially invited. W. R. Tipton.
After reading the public statement had made up their mind to send their so powerful that it promptly destroys
Seeds
and
S..
F.
Mr.
.Gal
O. K.; E. P. Mackel,
of this representative citizen of E. children to private schools.
life, yet its action on the mu1X7
T7;4an -- A n.i4.
explained to the parents the in germ
legos
must
i uuii Miura
soothLas
below,
you
THIRD
ii
luu reus,
Vegas given
of the vaccination law and tne cous membrane is extremely
'. O. E. MEETS FIRST AND
tent
All
of
kinds
relieves
Native
catarrh
and
come to this conclusion: A remedy
It
Product!
at
healing.
ing
month,
each
attendprovisions of the compulsory
Tuesday evenings
in five
it cures ln a few
Grain Sacks, Hay Presses.
Fraternal Brotherhood Hall. Visit- which cured years ago, which has ance law and jn consequence receiv- wteks orminutes;
back.
money
health
invited.
in
Wholesalers of Drugs and Pktent Medicines.
the
since,
to
children
good
send
the
kidneys
their
ed
kept
promise
ing brothers' are cordially
It is made chiefly of eucalyptus and
C. can be relied upon to perform the co thd public schools.
E.
High Explosives, Fuse and taps.
president;
Thornnill,
John
eucalyptol taken from the eucalyptus
same work in otheicases. Read this:
y
medWard, secretary.
Australia.
of
Inland
The
forests
Major B .Ruppe, at Albuquerque, is
P. Ciddio. 506 Grand avenue. East
i
ical profession knows that eucalyptus
for
Headquarters In the
of
I
a
FRATERNAL'
quartz
gold
specimen
IN
exhibiting
M.
am
N.
as
"I
aa
MEET
says:
Vegas,'
KED MEN
dean
certain
is
germ
absolutely
from
Dan
sent
ore
him
and
O'Leary
by
second
Brotherhood hall every
strong Jn my pr'aiae of Doan's Kidney the
active
the
principles
country ln the neighbor stroyer
fourth Thursday, sleep at the eighth - plljs today ag when j puDuciy teHti. hoodmining
Tlerre Amarilla, The stone of eucalyptus as a base Hyomei Is
of
welfJed ln tneIf fayor two years ag0 j contains a considerable'
run. Visiting brothers always
quantity of made more efficient, pleasant and
LOWS ,
MFLEMEiSTS
come to me
had a great deal of trouble jrom my free fold arid other minerals and was quick acting by the addition of Thy
runt sachem: Waite H. Liavis, hack. There was a steady, dull ache taken from a mining claim located mol, an antiseptic and disinfectant
ot
chief of records and collector
through my loins and right side and by O'Leary. Placer mining has been largely employed In the Listerlan SysI conducted in that part of the country tem. Guaiacol and other important
wampum.
stooping caused sharp twinges.
FILL LINE 0F MEXICAN AKICLE SOA?
for many years, but O'Leary was the medicinal agents are also included
NO. 545, relieve that my work was responsible
in the Hyomei formula, which, withlo
a
to
and
lead
discover
man
3. E. ROSENWALD LODGE
first
the 'trouble, as I am obliged to sit
r n
n Meets every first wea
cate a lode claim. Some 'of the ore, out doubt, is the greatest destroyer of
" .
a cramped position so, much of
i
veain,
according to Mr. Ruppe, will run as catarrh germs the world has ever
nesaay or iu
'
Prompt relief followed the high as $1,500 a ton. The claim is ln known.
Doug- Mnnteflore.
rpnio
of Doan's Kidney Pills and the northern New Mexico, thlrtyeight
Hyomei Is a powerful, penetrating
street. Visit-- !
iu awuuv areNinth
contents
of one box completely cured miles from the Colorado line.
antiseptic that Is pleasant to use. It
inviieu.
cordiany
tag brothers
does not contain a particle of cocaine,
me. I felt no return of backache unCharles Greenclay, president; Rabbi til about
or injuriGovernor George Curry, Land Com opium or any
and then
weeks
three
ago
J
J. S. Raisin, secretary.
the attack was very slight I once missioner R. P. Ervln and Territorial ousNodrug.
.
.
1
the
stomach
when
dosing
you
more used Doan's Kidney Pills and Engineer Vernon L. Sullivan, comprisJust breathe it in
the Good Roads commission and use Hyomei.
they disposed of the trouble In quick ing
Santa Fe through the small Inhaler that comes
order. One of my relatives who was the Carey Act board, left
afternoon for. Three Rivers, with each outfit. Sold by leading
;
yesterday
.
confined to his bed' for some time, as Tularosa and
,
Alamogordo on good druggists everywhere and in East Las
the result of kidney complaint took roads and reservo'r business. The Vegas by E. G. Murphey. $1.00 for
'.
'
Doan's Kidney Pills on my advice and governor's private secretary,
Miss complete outfit
the contents of three large boxes re- Olson accompanied bim as far as
so as to enable the governor
stored him to good health."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50 to catch up with his correspondence.
to the capital today.
cents. Foster-Milbur- n
Co.,
Buffalo, She will return
Governor Curry expects to return
New York sole agents for the United
home the latter part of the week.
It relieves stomach misery, sour stomStates.
Messrs. Ervln and, Sullivan will go ach, belching, and cures
all stomach dis
Remember the name Doan's and on to Silver City on good roads mat- ease
or money back. Large box of tabtake no other.
lets 50 cents. Druggists in all towns
ters,
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For The Holidays
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.
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SPECIAL
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Full limed blank ts with -2 'Surcingles,
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3 For a Quarter, i And 5c Each
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The Proper Prices
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.To suit everybody
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are the finest yet.
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DANCE TONIGHT AT F. B. HALL.

LOCAL NEWS

IKE DAVIS
,N.U. Our fresh Persian Dates at

Phono Main 37

in good order and the men of the lo
WEATHER REPORT.
'
' December 7. 1909.
cal militia' organization are making
.
Temperature: Maximum, 47;- - mini- preparations toflve a grand opening
Dan wnicn has been contemplated for
mum, 5; range. 42.
Forecast:
Generally fair tonight some time past, this event to mark tlje
and Thursday; slowly rising tempera- formal opening of the armory.

j

;itf?"A wonderful variety 6f pure goods at
.

Presents
Xmas
"
'"

.

And We Holvc The Candy To Fill Them
''

15c a pound

i i

0

social to be

J

used to make

grandmother

of the grippe.

"Our Pride
'

Its made fiom the

is the flour to use.

'.

'

just straight good Kansas wheat. Then
for realgraham flour and pure corn

'

-

No bleaching or blending but

,

meal ours has no equal At your grocers or

"Bhe
Phone Main

Mills

Eight Indians pasesd through the
city yesterday afternoon from Mus
kogee, Okla., enroute to Silver City,
to locate on an Indian reservation near
that city.
i

13L

A car load of Mexican laborers who

have been employed in the beet fields
at Rocky Ford, Colo., during the-- past
season, passed through the' city yesterday afternoon enroute toTi Meiico.
Rubel Martinez. Andrea Trujlllo tend

-
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or
:
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RANK
.

This Bank has a successful record of safe,
conservative banking from the day of its or- ganization.
a

OF

,

'The First National Bank
.

-

7-

VEGAS, MEW MEXICO.

OF

."V

y CAPITAL and
-

E. D. KA YNOLDS,

SURPLUS $130,000.00.

-

D.

XV.

;

represents real,
honest quality. It is
' bleached and
aged by storage na-

ture's way the

CONDON

only natural way.
We use no chemicals

All Kinds of Coal I Wood and Coke. Pine and
pinion

QUALITY Our Sanitary
Cream Loaf Flour

iKfFERSON RAYN0LDS. President. '
HAIXETT RA YN0LDS. Asst Cashier
V- "

Cash-

Wood

or electricity.
Cream Loaf Flour,

will not disappoint you

Phone Main

Foot of Mo. in St.

21

In Your Selection of

Wo

Tern

and Oofi oo

ban PIcaso

You

We do not blend lour own stock. We leave
it to Chase and Sanborns experts. That ist
' fJ
their business. Our business is to sell
s

;

M Best

of

Everpng

that is why we

"..v

;

4

LI.

r

Jake Graaf,

are8

'

SIXTH STREET

Now

Methods

TDlKB

lE(B&G
And nothing but the best
for the money they pay,
are PERFECTLY contented with the valuea
we give in Our COFFEE
department.

Celery

'S

t

Orders

by Telephone Promptly and
Carefully Filled.

A

Trial is to Buy Here Always.

STERILIZED
by our methods.
Our methods, appliances
and supplies are the best
"'
known."
We would be pleased to
serve you.
'

MAIN. 81

Boucher,

dren's .parents and if something is
not done then the .matter should be
taken up with the city authorities.
At a meeting of the Odd Fellows'
lodge held on Monday evening elec
tion of officers was had, the following
officers being elected for the coming
year: Edward Comstock, N. G.; J.
W. Thompson, V. G.; T. M. Ellwood,
secretary; Carl Wertz, treasurer. The
installation of officers will be held the
first Monday in January at which time
the appointive officers will be named.
Following the ellectlon of officers a
banquet' was served whicb closed the
evening's meeting in a very enjoyable
manner.

Fresh Roasted Coffee,
Stands Without a Peer"
'. Pay Your School Poll Tax.
I am instructed by the board ot ed
ucation to begin with the collection,
of school poll tax for the year 190&- at once, which is $1.00 for all able,
bodied men over 21 years old". My
office bours are from 2 to 4 o'clock
p. m. at my office, in the City HalL
.

CHAS. TAMME,

Secretary Board of Education.
Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged

In the wood. Direct from distillery
At the election of officers of Las
you. At the Lobby, of course.
Ma
No.
Arch
3, Royal
Vegas Lodge

sons, held on Monday evening, the
following officers were elected for
M. R. Williams,
the coming year:
H. P; Jerry Quinn, king; J.
scribe; J. S. Duncan, Sr., treasurer; 'Chas. H. Sporleder, secretary;
Sanford North, sentinel; C. D.Bouch
er, C. of H.; Charles Tamme, R. A.
C; J. S. Clark, P. S.; J. W. Leon
ard, M. First V.; Cecil Browne, M.
Second V.; George H. Klnkel, M,
Third V. Installation of officers, will
be held on Tuesday evening, Decem
ber 14.
Rut-ledg- e,

.

are a safeguard against the
DANGER OF DISEASE.
We WILL NOT knowing
ly accept bundles from in
fected sources and everything we wash is
THOROUGHLY

PHONE MAIN 107 fy-

THOSE WHO DESIRE

iis

the time
to order .
your
Christmas
Turkeys
Cranberries
and
home grown

Caratair's rye served at the Antler
only.

The best draft beer In the eity. At
The Lobby, of course.

Pabst'i draught beer on Up only,
at Opera bar.

Cent

asm

of Our Boys' and Children's Softs ond Overcoats

On All

15 D aya

For Next

As we find that we are overstocked on
Boys' and Children's Suits and Overcoats, we have decided to give this

BIG REDUCTION
Las Vegas
nr m.
Steam Laundry ' v $4.0050 Suits, ..Vv3.eo
--

Suits,..-:,$3.2-

Pure Things to Eat

4

0

.

5.00 Suits,.
5.50 Suits,.... :v,
O.uu

deliVrippnftmti

flowers

FREJS QtvCrJARqE,

We Are as Near Yoa as Your Telephone.

Greenhouses
Las
Vegas
Phone Main 276
PERRY
ONION, Prop.

vr,

to

Try a dram of Old Taylor bourboa
at the Opera bar. Served from bar
rels on the bar.

Per

EaiaWe

Chr r nd Sdiborns Sole Agents'? AC?
--

you will be pleased
with it; try it.
THIS WEEK
100 lbs.
$3.25
60 "
1.65
25
85c

If You Aro Particular

II

.

A FLOUR.

WE INVITE YOUR BUSINESS

'

'

Juan Gonzales were arraigned before
Police Magistrate Murray thia morning on the charge of being drunk. All
pleaded guilty and were fined ' five
dollars and costs. Each having the
Something should be done to put
the needful coin was dismissed and
' a stop to "kids" breaking windows in
went about his business.
the vacant houses about the city and
The new furnace in the national especially in those located near the
seems that some of
guard armory was fired up yesterday local shops. It
afternoon for the first time since lta the younger element about the city
installation. The heating apparatus is have had no better training than to
be allowed to run the streets until they
become a public nuisance. It seems
'a. shame
that a property owner may
not own a piece of property and keep
it In good shape without standing
guard over it with a Winchester. These
matters should be reported to the chll- -

Jls important, not only for the present; but
also f orthe years to come.
Thc right Bank connection will be a material
help to your every day business. ,

V..:.

Five "tourists', probably on their
way to a warmer climate, fell in with
the officers of the law last night and
were escorted to the city jail. On appearing before Judge Murray this
morning they gave the' following
names: . Morris Martinez,
Vicente
Armijo, Cecilio Cms, Chris Martin
and George Clancy. Each was given
eight days on the street In default of
the necessary wherewithal to pay the
five and costs. There are ten' em
ployees n the city chain gang at the
present time, and all are earning their
"three squares" a day under the direct
sunpervision of Special Officer Jess
.,, ...
Hunzaker. ,

f
'

The county commissioners adjourned yesterday afternoon subject to the

call of the. chairman. The matter of
The Pearl Hand laundry, a laundry what
be done with the flpod
that never tears your clothes. A trial waters shoupld
of Bridge street, has been!
will convince.
held over until the next meeting of
the commissioners.
Get the best at Nolette's barber
shop.
Just received a new lot of rugs,
come In and see them. May & Hlle,
Wonderful assortment of Christ Bridge street, opposite the Brown
mas gifts. Low prices. Souvenir. Farn-ham'- Trading Co.
v
712 Fifth street.
Thos. J. Raywood of thU city held
Thfc Ladies Altar society
of tha the lucky number for a $200 watch
West side will give a social at Mack- and chain raffled by Abe and John
el's opera house on Friday night, Dec. Hixenbaugh at Raton Saturday.
The
10.
watch Is a beauty, being designed for a
member of the Elks' lodge and on the
There will be a special communica chain is a beautiful Elks' charm' in
tion of Chapman lodge No. 2, A. F. & the shape of a double Elk's tooth J Mr.
M. this evening at 7:30 o'clock for Raywood was being
congratulated by
the purpose of conferring the third his many friends today on his success in winning such a beautiful prize.
degree.

.8

g&
Fancy Towels for Dresser Scarfs.
35-Pillow Tops, Fancy Stamped Linens and an
ST
endless variety in all House Linens.

10.

.

Las Vegas Rol
'

Friday night, Dec.

s,

best of the wheat and retains the meaty
flavor.

F. J. Cutler was confined to his bed
today Buffering with a slight attack

opera house,

gg;

'

Linen.

The entertainment committee of the
Commercial club announces a bridge no
Mrs. Andrella Chavez made final
party at the club tomorrow night v
proof on ber homestead of 160 acres These
parties are proving delightful go
today.
event's to break, the monotony of the S3
winter social season.
DANCE TONIGHT AT F. B. HALL.
Don't

If yon want bread that has the real taste, of the kind your

A full line of Linen Hemstitched Table Cloths
with Napkins to match.
5 y.
ro A full line of Battenberg Scarfs, Table
Centers and Stand Covers all in pur
3

I

'

'i....

k5

9

)

forget the
given
Special sale until Xma on drawn
Ladies'
Altar society of the
the
by
work at O. Maloof'a, Bridge street
West side at Mackel's

r

FOR USEFUL

Full stqqk of. lap Robes

.

r

They are just the thing for the Season

,

!'

.

Ludivi&VJta&tlfeld

'"

SELLING AT

CWs isCDe Store

Jfotp yovr Horse warm; It Is halt the feed.

Fancy Japanese Candy Baskets
'

8, 1909

.'"

4.00
4.40

ou,
'

n

m

-

J

ma

v.

We handle none but the best The Ederheiner Stein & Co.
GOOD MAKE.

Tho Boston Glotlung Houcq
M. GREINBERCER, Prop.
;

,

